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Abstract
Fetal head moulding is a phenomenon that happens during the process
of human childbirth. Due to the highly deformable fetal scalp being in
contact with the maternal anatomy, the shape of the fetal head changes.
This can be beneﬁcial when the fetal head dimensions are very similar to
the dimensions of the female pelvis hence allowing the baby to progress
safely through the birth canal. Conversely, excessive head moulding may
have serious eﬀects on the baby's wellbeing. The ﬁrst part of this thesis
presents a computer-based ﬁnite element model of fetal head moulding as
an improvement on previously developed models. The second part of the
research focuses on another cause of potentially excessive fetal head mould-
ing, i.e. the incorrect use of obstetric instruments including the obstetric
forceps and the ventouse (vacuum extractor). The degree of damage that
may be caused by incorrectly placing a forceps (i.e. asymmetric place-
ment of the blades) or a ventouse (i.e. placement on top of soft parts of
the skull such as the fontanelles) was assessed by means of ﬁnite element
analysis after developing a set of software tools to facilitate these experi-
ments. The ﬁnal results of this research included: an improved and more
realistic model of fetal head moulding under conditions of normal delivery,
and results that reveal the great potential of severe damage that obstetric
forceps and/or the ventouse may cause to the baby's head when applied
incorrectly.
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Glossary of Terms
• Aponeuroses - A sheet of pearly white ﬁbrous tissue which takes the place
of a tendon in sheet-like muscles that have a wide area of attachment [35]
• Bregma - The point where the frontal bone and parietal bones meet [36]
• Cardiotocography (CTG) - A technical means of recording the fetal heart-
beat and uterine contractions during pregnancy and throughout labour
• Cephalohaematomas - Bleeding which occurs under the skin in the perios-
teum of the baby's skull bone. It causes unnecessary pooling of blood
between the skull and inner layers of the skin but does not pose threat to
brain cells [37]
• Cephalopelvic Disproportion - When the baby's head or body is too large
to ﬁt through the mother's pelvis [38]
• Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) - A clear, colourless bodily ﬂuid found in the
brain and spine. It acts as a cushion or buﬀer for the brain's cortex, pro-
viding basic mechanical and immunological protection to the brain inside
the skull [39]
• Computerised Tomography (CT) - Also known as Computerised Axial To-
mography (CAT) Scans, produce detailed images of inside the body in-
cluding organs, blood vessels and bones. They do this by using computer-
processed x-ray images which have been taken at multiple angles [40]
• Dura Mater - The tough outermost membrane which covers the brain and
spinal cord
• Endomyometritis - Inﬂammation or infection of the endometrium - the
inner lining of the uterus. It can be obstetric or non-obstetric [41]
xv
• Endosteal surface - A thin vascular membrane of connective tissue that
lines the surface of the bony tissue that forms the central cavity of long
bones [42]
• Euclidean distance - The straight-line distance between two points
• Erb's palsy - Paralysis of the arm caused by injury to the upper group of
the arm's main nerves. It most commonly, but not exclusively, arises from
shoulder dystocia. It can resolve naturally over a period of months, require
rehabilitative therapy or surgery [43]
• Finite element - A numerical technique for ﬁnding approximate solutions
to boundary value problems for partial diﬀerential equations. It is also
referred to as Finite Element Analysis [44]
• Haptics - The application of tactile sensation and control to interactions
with computer applications
• Heuristic - An approach to problem solving which allows a person to learn
or discover something for themselves, even if the method or means is not
guaranteed to be perfect
• Inﬁnitesimal area - An area so small it is usually unmeasurable
• Ischial spine - Forms the posterior border of the body of the ischium [45]
• Ischium - Forms the lower and back part of the hip bone [45]
• Levator ani - A broad, thin muscle situated on either side of the pelvis.
It is formed from three muscle components: the puborectalis, the pubo-
coccygeus muscle and the iliococcygeus muscle. These unite to form the
greater part of the pelvic ﬂoor [46]
xvi
• Lower uterine segment - The inferior section of the uterus, the lower ex-
tremity of which joins with the cervical canal and, during pregnancy, ex-
pands to become the lower part of the uterine cavity. This is not the active
contracting portion of the uterus [47]
• Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) - A type of scan that uses strong
magnetic ﬁelds and radio waves to produce detailed images of the inside of
the body [48]
• Meninges - The three membranes that surround the brain and spinal cord.
The primary function is to protect the central nervous system
• Multigravida - A woman who has been pregnant for at least a second time
• Multiparous - A woman who has had more than one child
• Nulligravida - A woman who has never been pregnant
• Occiput anterior vertex presentation - When the back of the baby's head
is facing the mother's front [49]
• Occiput posterior vertex presentation- When the back of baby's head is
against the mother's back [49]
• Parietal peritoneum - Lines the internal surface of the abdominopelvic wall
and extends to the organs [50]
• Perineum - The area between the anus and the scrotum or vulva
• Peritoneal cavity - The potential space between the parietal peritoneum
and visceral peritoneum [51]
xvii
• Peritoneum - helps support the organs in the abdominal cavity and also
allows nerves, blood vessels, and lymph vessels to pass through to the
organs. It consists of two parts; the parietal and visceral [50]
• Pfannenstiel incision - A transverse abdominal surgical incision. It allows
access to the abdomen
• Placental abruption - When the placental lining has separated from the
uterus of the mother prior to delivery [52]
• Placenta praevia - Exists when the placenta is inserted wholly or in part
into the lower segment of the uterus [53]
• Primigravida - A woman who is pregnant for the ﬁrst time or has been
pregnant once
• Pudendal nerve - The main nerve of the perineum
• Rectus sheath - Is formed by the aponeuroses of the transverse abdominal
and the external and internal oblique muscles [54]
• Sagittal suture - A dense, ﬁbrous joint made of connective tissue between
the two parietal bones of the skull
• Shoulder dystocia - After the delivery of the head, the shoulder of the baby
becomes stuck behind the mother's pubic bone, delaying the baby's birth
[55]
• Subgaleal / Subaponeurotic Hemorrhage - Bleeding in the potential space
between the skull and scalp [56]
• Sub-occipito bregmatic (SOB) plane - Extends from the nape of the neck
to the centre of the bregma [57]
xviii
• Subperiosteal space - The space beneath the periosteal - a dense layer of
vascular connective tissue enveloping the bones except at the surfaces of
the joints [58]
• Synostosed sagittal suture - Occurs when the suture at the top of the skull,
in between the parietal bones, (the sagittal suture) fuses. This leads to a
lack of growth in width and compensatory growth in length, resulting in a
long, narrow skull [59]
• Umbilical cord prolapse - When the umbilical cord descends through the
cervix before the presenting part of the fetus [60]
• Visceral peritoneum - Covers many abdominal organs including the stom-
ach, spleen, liver, intestines (from the distal duodenum to the upper end
of the rectum), uterus and ovaries [50]
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1 Introduction
1.1 Childbirth and instrumental intervention
Human childbirth is a process all of us undergo and is often labelled the most
risky event we are bound to experience during our lifetime. However, in the
developed world, the ﬁeld of obstetrics has come a long way in the last ﬁfty years
or so mainly thanks to the use of more powerful drugs and electronic monitoring
equipment. As such, the probability of long-term morbidity or mortality of a
newborn is relatively low. Nonetheless, there is still a small but signiﬁcant per-
centage of childbirths that may result in an adverse outcome. One such outcome
is failure to progress during the expulsion or second stage of delivery. Reasons for
this outcome can be macrosomia (large baby), shoulder dystocia (baby's shoulder
impacts with the maternal pelvis), malpresentation (for example, breech presen-
tation in the worst case), etc. When failure to progress occurs, the ﬁrst action
that the obstetrician may take is use of instruments such as the obstetric forceps
and ventouse (vacuum extraction) which allow the operator to exert more grip
and additional force on the head (presenting part) of the baby. Correct use of
obstetric instruments carries relatively low risk. However, incorrect placement
of forceps blades or the vacuum extraction cup may cause severe injuries to the
baby's face and scalp and in extreme cases may lead to death. The work pre-
sented in this thesis investigates the eﬀect of instrumental delivery on the fetal
scalp bones and underlying structures by means of a biomechanics model and
ﬁnite element analysis (FEA).
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1.2 List of contributions
1.2.1 Novel contributions to the ﬁeld of research
The principal contribution to the research community by this thesis is the in-
depth analysis of how the fetal skull is aﬀected by the use of instrumental inter-
ventions during the second stage of labour.
This has been achieved by the improvement of various subject speciﬁc com-
puter methods and methodologies and the creation of novel methods and ideas,
which are outlined in this thesis.
To summarise, the main contributions are:
• An improved model of fetal head moulding during the ﬁrst stage of labour
based on earlier models. Improvements include areas such as fetal skull
geometry, FE mesh quality, convergence and load models.
• An improved model of the fetal head-to-cervix pressure (HCP) based on
earlier models. Improvements include the precise measurement of cervical
dilatation.
• A novel method for calculating and applying forceps induced forces upon
the fetal skull within a custom-built simulation environment.
• A novel method of calculating and applying ventouse related pressures and
forces within a custom-built simulation environment.
• Finite element analyses of a large variation of realistic instrumental place-
ments. Experimental results indicate clinically relevant conclusions that
shed a better light on the nature of instrumental delivery during compli-
cated childbirths.
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1.2.2 Contributions by publications
A number of publications have resulted in part or primarily because of the content
covered in this thesis. The currently published material and the sections of the
thesis that they relate to are as follows:
• Conference: MICCAI 2014 - Medical Image Computing and Computer
Assisted Intervention. Title: A Computer-Based Simulation of Obstetric
Forceps Placement [61, 62]. Covered in Chapters 4 and 5.
• Conference: SIMULIA UK Regional User Meeting 2014. Title: Simulation
of vacuum extraction during childbirth using ﬁnite element analysis [63].
Covered in Chapters 4 and 5.
• Conference: E-Health and Bioengineering Conference (EHB), 2013 - spon-
sored by the IEEE. Title: Towards a forward engineered simulation of the
cardinal movements of human childbirth [64].
• Conference: 2nd European Conference in Simulation in Women's Health.
Abstract.
Additional contribution by workshop:
• 1st European Conference in Simulation in Women's Health - Appendix B
1.3 Thesis plan & outline
The main aim of this study is to conduct a clinically signiﬁcant investigation
into the mechanical eﬀects that the fetal skull may undergo during instrumental
interventions. To achieve this, the following tasks had to be completed:
• The creation of a biomechanical model of fetal head moulding suitable for
analysis using the Finite Element Method (FEM).
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• The creation of a biomechanical model of the contact interaction between
obstetric forceps and the fetal head suitable for analysis using the FEM.
• The creation of a biomechanical model of the contact interaction between
vacuum extractor and the fetal head suitable for analysis using the FEM.
Chapters 2 through 7 describe the work that was done to achieve the tasks
outlined above. The appendices provide additional supporting work that relates
to that which is covered in the main body of this thesis.
Chapter 2
Describes an in-depth investigation into the diﬀerent types of instrumental in-
terventions, their clinical and physical implications as well as outlining various
complications that could arise because of their use. Existing research in this ﬁeld
of study is also analysed and material relevant to the work required to achieve
the outlined tasks is detailed.
Chapter 3
Describes the various software tools and computer algorithms as part of a simula-
tion environment necessary to facilitate the main analyses on fetal head moulding
and the eﬀect of instrumental delivery.
Chapter 4
Covers the development of a new biomechanical model of fetal head moulding
during the ﬁrst stage of labour. Results of experimental analyses using the FEM
are presented and discussed.
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Chapter 5
Covers the development of biomechanical models of instrumental delivery includ-
ing obstetric forceps and vacuum extraction. Results of experimental analyses
using the FEM are presented and discussed.
Chapter 6
Concludes the thesis with a statement of what has been achieved and sheds light
on where further improvements can be made in future work.
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2 Background
2.1 The stages of labour
The process of giving birth is complicated, but is generally considered to have
three distinct stages:
• First stage - During this stage contractions begin and progressively get
stronger and more frequent. This is the stage during which the uterine
cervix starts the dilatation process. In normal cases without complications,
this stage is the longest of the three stages of labour and could last up to
20 hours, although for a multiparous woman, this stage is generally shorter
(2-10 hours) [65].
• Second stage - Once the uterine cervix has become fully dilated at approx.
10 cm, the second stage of labour starts. This stage is considered to be the
pushing stage, causing the baby to make its way from the uterus to the
vagina and ends when the baby has been fully delivered.
• Third stage - The ﬁnal stage of labour is described as the stage during
which the placenta is delivered, after which the normal process of labour
is complete.
Since the main objective of this study is to analyse the eﬀects of labour and
instrumental intervention on the fetal skull, the third stage will not be discussed
further.
2.1.1 First stage of labour
Intrauterine pressure cycle
The contractions experienced during the ﬁrst stage of labour cause what is de-
scribed as the intrauterine pressure (IUP) cycle, whereby the pressure within
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Figure 1: Intrauterine pressure and fetal heart rate pattern [1].
Figure 2: A detailed example of an intrauterine pressure pattern. The marked
features are; Pp - Peak pressure, Pi - Peak intensity, Pb - Basal pressure, Tc
- Period of contraction, Ti - Interval between contractions, Tr - Period during
which the pressure rises. Figure based on the original in [1].
the uterus increases periodically thus expelling the fetus from within the uterus.
Figure 1 shows an example of such a cycle together with the eﬀects on the fe-
tal heart rate and Figure 2 provides more details on the features shown by the
pattern.
The visual pattern of the IUP cycle as shown in Figure 1, which is the result
of what is know as cardiotocography (CTG), has a direct eﬀect on the fetal
heart rate. This relation between the two patterns is very important because it
is the main indicator of fetal distress and whether additional help is required to
expedite the labour process. An abnormal CTG may also indicate the need for
an emergency Caesarean Section (CS). The IUP pattern as shown in Figure 2 is
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characterised by:
• The basal pressure, Pb, denotes the IUP at rest in between contractions.
It should remain within a similar range in between contractions as there
should be no bearing down forces at this stage in the cycle.
• The maximum (peak) pressure of the IUP cycle, Pp, denotes the peak of
each contraction.
• The intensity of the change in pressure, Pi, is the diﬀerence between Pb and
Pp. A marked decrease in this value may indicate possible problems with
the course of labour which may further prompt for assistance/intervention.
• The time between each contraction, Ti. The frequency of contractions in
a cycle is measured in either 10 or 60 minute intervals depending on the
current stage of the labour process. When the contractions are just starting
at the beginning of the ﬁrst stage of labour, the frequency will be too low
to measure in 10 minute increments, but this changes as the end of the ﬁrst
stage of labour approaches.
• The contraction period, Tc, is the total duration of each contraction as
visualised by the wave in a CTG.
• The period during which the pressure is increasing, Tr, is known as the
period of rise of pressure.
Cervical eﬀacement and dilatation
Before the onset of labour, the cervical rim thickness will be 2 - 4 cm and fully
closed as shown in Figure 3. As the onset of labour starts, the thickness of the
cervix will shorten as it becomes retracted and more malleable. The process of
this thinning is called eﬀacement and a cervix is fully eﬀaced once dilatation
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Figure 3: An example of a closed cervix without eﬀacement. Image obtained
from [2].
starts as shown in Figure 4. In simple terms, the process of cervical dilatation is
the opening of the cervix from its closed state to its fully open state at approx.
10 cm as shown in Figure 6. The process of cervical dilatation is facilitated and
is a direct result of the IUP with the rise in pressure resulting in an increase of
the head-to-cervix (HTC) force [66].
2.1.2 Second stage of labour
Due to the persistent contact of the uterine cervix with the fetal head over
a period of several hours (typically about 10 hours), the ﬁrst stage of labour
has a signiﬁcant and guaranteed eﬀect on fetal head moulding. This is why
this dissertation focuses on the ﬁrst stage of labour only and does not include
moulding due to the substantially shorter second stage of labour (expulsion of the
baby) which does not necessarily involve fetal head moulding and is also complex
to model. In particular, the interaction with the bony pelvis and pelvic ﬂoor
muscles requires non-linear soft tissue ﬁnite element models, including contact
mechanics, which are beyond the scope of this thesis and only a brief account of
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Figure 4: An example of an eﬀaced cervix starting to undergo dilatation. Image
obtained from [2].
the second stage is therefore provided.
The second stage starts when the cervix is fully dilatated to approx. 10
cm as shown in Figure 6. At this point in time, the uterus and the vagina
make a continuous opening known as the birth canal through which the baby
is delivered. In the majority of normal cases the fetal head exhibits a distinct
set of movements called the cardinal movements. The most essential cardinal
movemments to allow the baby to progress through the birth canal are: ﬂexion,
internal rotation, extension and external rotation [64]. Furthermore the progress
of the childbirth process is quantiﬁed by the fetal head station as described in
the next section.
2.1.3 Fetal head station
The position of the head within the birth canal is classiﬁed according to its posi-
tion relative to the ischial spines, i.e. -5 to +5 - see Figure 7. This classiﬁcation
system was implemented in 1988, by the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists (ACOG). The 11 positions are referred to as stations, which for
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Figure 5: Fetal head-to-cervix interaction. Dmax represents the point at which
the uterine cervix will achieve a full dilatation of approx. 10 cm (note that due
to omission of skin this value is approx. 9.5cm for the skull). D1 denotes the
lower diameter of the head-to-cervix contact and D2, the maximum. Fexp rep-
resents the resultant force caused by the buildup of hydrostatic pressure during
an Intrauterine pressure cycle.
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Figure 6: An example of a fully dilatated cervix. A partial section of an image
obtained from [2].
clinical purposes have been divided into four groups [67]:
1. High - [-5, -4, -3, -2, -1]
2. Mid - [0, +1]
3. Low - [+2, +3]
4. Outlet - [+4, +5]
2.2 Interventional procedures
Although many cases of childbirth pass without any complications, operative de-
livery is still fairly common and varies between 10 - 13% for instrumental deliv-
eries [68] and 20-30% for Caesarean Sections (CS) [69] in the UK. In cases where
complications during labour result in a prolonged second stage, often labelled
as 'failure to progress', delivery must be expedited using one of the following
interventional procedures:
• Delivery with the use of obstetric forceps
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Figure 7: Fetal head stations relative to the Pelvic Ischial Spines (marked in red).
Fetal head position in this diagram is +0.5 but would most likely be evaluated
to be either 0 or +1 (Mid Station) in a clinical setting. Diagram shown is an
altered version of an image originally obtained from StratOG.
• Delivery with the use of the Ventouse or Vacuum Extractor (VE)
• Operative delivery by Caesarean Section (CS)
The instrumental methods are not mutually exclusive and can often be used in
succession if any of them fail to progress the labour. In fact, in some cases the
use of forceps after a failed vacuum extraction attempt is advised [68, 70].
Due to the reduced use of regional/general anaesthesia and less maternal
trauma when compared with forceps, VE has become the instrument of ﬁrst
choice for many obstetricians [71, 72, 68]. However, the beneﬁts of intervention
by VE as opposed to forceps are still up for debate as there seem to be little
or no diﬀerence between neonatal morbidity incidence rates [73]. The decline
in forceps use has also been linked with the lack of available training (which
we discuss later in the chapter). This is further compounded by the increasing
trend to undergo CS, meaning that the application of existing training methods
is becoming less frequent.
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2.2.1 Caesarean section
In simple terms, CS is an operative method of delivering a baby. This procedure
has existed in some form for many centuries, with some reports and anecdotal
evidence appearing from the early 16th century [74]. Until the late 16th and
early 17th centuries, the procedure used to be known as caesarean operation.
Gradually, the term operation was replaced with the term section following
Jacques Guillimeau's 1598 book on midwifery in which the term section was
introduced [74].
The exact description of what was to be achieved by this method of delivery
varied widely throughout its history, but in most cases (especially before the 19th
century), it would appear that this was an operation of last resort that would
be performed on a dead or dying mother in order to try and save the life of the
baby. This is by no means exclusive as there have been some reports of such
procedures being performed on mothers that were able to survive.
In a modern context, this procedure is generally known as one of two scenar-
ios:
• Elective CS - or planned CS. In these cases, the whole event has been
planned and arranged before the onset of labour. The reasons for the use
of this option over a natural vaginal birth are discussed in more detail later
in this section.
• Emergency CS - or unplanned CS. Adopted when maternal or fetal com-
plications arise either shortly before or during labour.
Indicators
There are a number of physiological factors that may result in the decision to
deliver by elective CS.
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• Cephalopelvic disproportion - This occurs when a baby's head or body is
too large to ﬁt through the mother's pelvis.
• Fetal malpresentation - Especially breech presentation, where the but-
tocks/feet are the presenting part at the uterine cervix.
• Multiple gestation - Although this is a strong indicator, it does not always
lead to a CS intervention because a natural vaginal birth still remains a
viable option in such cases.
• Placenta praevia - Low-lying placenta.
• Previous CS - In fact this is the leading cause for a CS to be performed
again [68].
• Diseases - Such as active Genital Herpes or HIV.
Some of the major reasons for emergency CS are:
• Lack of progression using natural means.
• Failure to deliver using other instrumental means such as forceps and VE.
• Placental abruption.
• Non-Reassuring fetal heart rate trace - This could be caused by many
factors, including oxygen deprivation (asphyxia).
• Umbilical cord prolapse.
The CS procedure in a nutshell
As with all operative procedures, there will be variations to the general case but
for the most part the CS will be performed in the following major steps (these
steps have been somewhat generalised to cover the main aspects without going
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into excessive detail that would detract from the rest of the content covered in
this thesis):
• Abdominal incision - This is the ﬁrst step of the actual operative procedure
which has a number of variants as shown in Figure 8. Although historically,
the vertical midline incision (such as any of the vertical types shown in
Figure 8) was used most often. The vertical incision type has fallen out of
favour because it is considered less cosmetically acceptable, more painful
and is also associated with more post-operative complications than the
horizontal type incisions.
• Access to the uterus - This involves opening the initial incision to allow
for better access to the underlying anatomy, i.e. the parietal peritoneum,
which is then incised to open up the peritoneal cavity. The opening is then
assessed to ensure there is adequate space for the delivery of the fetal head
before incising the visceral peritoneum and proceeding to the next stage of
the operation.
• Incision of the uterus - At this stage the uterus must be cut open to gain
access to the fetus held within. The uterine incision is followed by the
rupturing and opening of the amniotic sac.
• Delivery of the fetus - At this point the baby is delivered through the
opening.
• Next, the placenta is delivered.
• Closure and drains - The cavity is drained of ﬂuids and cleaned before it
is closed and left to heal, forming a scar. The quality of the repair at
this stage has very important implications for future pregnancies and is
discussed in more detail in section 2.2.2.
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Figure 8: Types of uterine incisions for Caesarean Section, as shown by [3]
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Complications associated with CS
In modern times CS has become a far safer procedure than it has been histor-
ically. This has been largely due to improvements to operative techniques and
the application of anaesthetics. There remain a large list of complications that
are associated with CS and these are generalised as being either intraoperative
or postoperative. Of all possible complications associated with the procedure,
there is one complication that can be described as the worst possible outcome:
• Maternal mortality - This can happen due to a large number of factors
which can happen during the operation as well as during the postoperative
recovery stage.
Other, less serious complications include, but are not limited to:
• Urinary tract injury
• Gastrointestinal tract injury
• Infection
• Endomyometritis
• Placenta praevia
• Incomplete scar healing
• Uterine scar rupture
• Low blood pressure - Blood pressure drops can be commonly seen as com-
plication of the spinal anaesthetic.
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Figure 9: The Air Tractor as presented by James Young Simpson on
20/12/1848, to a meeting of the Edinburgh Obstetric Society [4]
2.2.2 Vacuum extraction
Unless an elective CS was planned, VE is generally considered to be the ﬁrst
type of instrumental intervention to attempt when labour fails to progress.
First attempts of VE were made in the ﬁrst half of the 18th century. Early
designs of these instruments were mostly derivations of the cupping technique
but because such use in obstetrics required a stable vacuum to be formed and
maintained, creating a viable instrument proved diﬃcult. The ﬁrst vacuum based
instrument with some degree of success in obstetrics was ﬁrst presented in 1848
by James Young Simpson. The Air Tractor, as shown in Figure 9, was a simple
device consisting of a cup attached to a metal syringe used to create a vacuum.
The reason for its limited success was due to the following:
• The lack of pelvic curvature of the external surface of the cup limited the
application of the device when higher applications were required.
• Much like other devices of the time, the instrument lacked any way of
replenishing the vacuum once the initial evacuation of the syringe was
completed.
• The inability to replenish the vacuum meant that the suction force was
limited, aﬀecting the chances of a successful intervention before the cup
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Figure 10: Malmström's obstetrical vacuum extractor, Gothenburg, Sweden,
1979 [5].
became detached from the fetal head.
The instrument proposed by Simpson did not get any further development and
applications of VE diminished in the context of obstetric applications for over a
century. In 1957 Dr Tage Malmström developed a new type of extractor which
uses a metal suction cup and a better pump capable of replenishing the vacuum
once the cup has been attached to the fetal head. The initial design had issues
and was continuously improved upon, leading to widespread use in Europe [73],
with the device shown in Figure 10 being the end result. This device addressed
all of the limitations of Simpson's VE, including the limited traction force that
could be exerted.
The basic principle of VE has changed little in the years that followed, with
main advances being in the form of changes in cup materials (with the move to
hard plastic and rubber materials) and miniaturisation to make the equipment
smaller. These improvements have led to the development of small disposable
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Figure 11: `Clinical Innovations Kiwi' hard plastic cup ventouse [6].
Figure 12: `Clinical Innovations Kiwi' hard plastic cup ventouse as applied to a
baby head model (ESP ZKK-240K) [7].
VE instruments such as the `Clinical Innovations Kiwi' hard plastic cup ventouse
as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.
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Risks associated with VE
As with all obstetric interventions, VE also carries some risks to the mother and
the baby. Some of the complications that can result are:
• Scalp wounds (mostly superﬁcial) - The process is likely to leave some
markings or deformations on the baby's head. But commonly this is a
superﬁcial injury that goes away quickly.
• Haematoma - Diﬀerent types of heamatomas such as a cephalohaematoma
or a subgaleal haematoma can result. For further clariﬁcation, a cephalo-
haematoma means bleeding is contained within the ﬁbrous covering of the
skull bones and is a relatively minor issue. When blood accumulates un-
derneath the scalp, a subgaleal haematoma, then the issue becomes a life-
threatening condition.
• Haemorrhage - Are similar complications to the haematomas as they also
involve blood loss. Figure 21 lists many more variations.
2.2.3 Obstetric forceps
The use of forceps for assisted vaginal delivery was introduced after their inven-
tion in the early 17th century. Even with additional methods of instrumental
intervention available, the use of forceps remains widespread [73, 37, 70, 72] and
are generally introduced in the second stage of labour, when for a number of
possible reasons, normal delivery can no longer continue. In general terms, the
choice of instrument is governed by the delivery ward management policy and
practices, meaning that forceps will not necessarily be the ﬁrst option of inter-
vention and as described in the previous section is likely to be the second option
after VE [72, 71].
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Figure 13: An example of a Neville-Barnes forceps [8]
By design, forceps consist of four sections that allow the head of the neonate
to be grasped, whilst the practitioner pulls on the handles providing traction
and/or rotation in order to assist a troublesome delivery:
1. Blades - Arguably the most important part of the instrument, the design of
the blades incorporates two types of curvature. The cephalic curve adapts
to the neonate's head whilst the pelvic curve adapts to the path of the birth
canal allowing for easier navigation. Examples of various curvatures can be
seen in Figure 14. The importance of the blade shape and the interaction
it has with the fetal head is further described and investigated in Chapter
5.
2. Shanks - The neck of the instrument; they often vary in length depending
on the application but in most cases the shanks are two parallel bars which
can sometimes be crossed.
3. Lock - This is the method of securing the separate sections of the instru-
ment together after they have been inserted and positioned. The actual
locking device is known to vary amongst various forceps designs.
4. Handles - This is the section used by the practitioner to apply traction
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Figure 14: Forceps and curvature examples [8]. Top row left; Kielland forceps.
Top row right; Simpson-Braun forceps. Bottom row left; Simpson forceps. Bot-
tom row right; Wrigley forceps.
and/or rotation. As with the other sections of the instrument, these are
known to have many variations and further attachments to help increase
the traction force.
Forceps intervention techniques
There are three classiﬁcations of forceps delivery and they all relate directly to
the four groups of fetal head station evaluations that were described in Section
2.1.3. The three classiﬁcations are as follows [68, 75, 76]:
1. High Forceps - This relates to the High position group in the aforemen-
tioned classiﬁcation. In such cases a delivery by the use of forceps is rarely
performed, because in this position the head is very rarely engaged and
performing such a delivery is known to have very high morbidity rate to
both the neonate and the mother. In such cases, CS is the common course
of action [77, 78, 69].
2. Mid Forceps - As with the previous method this relates directly to the
Mid classiﬁcation. This method of delivery is performed only if the fetal
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head is engaged in order to avoid excessive harm to the neonate. Engage-
ment of the head is determined by a number of abdominal and vaginal
examinations. CS is the common alternative if the use of forceps is deemed
too dangerous. At this point the fetal head is in an occipital position
meaning that the practitioner must ﬁrst correct the position by rotation
before any traction is applied (this is one of the advantages of using ob-
stetric forceps). Mid forceps deliveries require the use of rotational forceps.
Rotational forceps do not have a pelvic curve so that the fetal head can be
rotated safely (see Figure (14) for an example of such forceps type).
3. Low Forceps - This method relates to the Low and Outlet groups of
positional classiﬁcation. This procedure is the most common procedure
which occurs when the fetal head has reached the perineal ﬂoor and is
visible at the vulva. Since there is no need for any rotation to be performed,
the forceps blades have curves as shown in Figure 13. This is also the stage
where VE is becoming the chosen method of delivery. More discussion and
investigation on this stage of instrumental delivery is done in Chapter 5.
Forceps intervention example
Before forceps are introduced, the precise position of the fetal head is obtained
by the operator. It is of utmost importance to know when to stop applying
pressure on the forceps to avoid head trauma. Knowing when to stop is also
critical as failing to do so could prove to be highly damaging and possibly result
in morbidity. The application of forceps in a low forceps delivery mode will now
be reviewed. Note that this is only a standardised method of delivery which
can vary depending on the type of forceps and the ability of the operator. The
outlined steps are presented as described by Maternal and Childhealth Advocacy
International (MCAI) [9].
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Figure 15: Introduction of the left forceps blade in to the birth canal [9].
1. Ideally the sagittal suture should be in the midline and straight, guaran-
teeing an occiput anterior or occiput posterior position.
2. Provided that the above is true, the left blade is then introduced, as shown
in Figure 15.
3. Once the left blade has been positioned the right blade is introduced. See
Figure 16.
4. The blades are then locked into place as shown in Figure 17. If there is
diﬃculty locking the blades they are usually repositioned before locking is
attempted again.
5. Once the forceps have been locked into place, steady traction is applied in
time with each contraction. See Figure 18.
Risks of forceps interventions
All instrumental interventions have their inherent risks, according to a number
of publications and training materials [79, 80, 68, 75]. Some of the main risks
posed by forceps include:
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Figure 16: Introduction of the right forceps blade in to the birth canal [9].
Figure 17: Lock both forceps blades [9].
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Figure 18: Using the forceps, apply traction to the head in time with each
contraction and bearing down eﬀort [9].
1. Forceps Marks - It is common to witness some soft tissue damage to the
face and head after the use of forceps (as shown in Figure 19). Sometimes
these can be of a more serious nature for example in the case of skin
lacerations but these are seldom life threatening.
2. Cephalohaematomas - These are collections of blood conﬁned by the
subperiosteal space of the bone where they occur as shown in Figure 20
and Figure 21.
3. Subgaleal / Subaponeurotic Haemorrhage - Potentially a very serious
complication resulting in a mortality rate of up to 20% of cases [81].
As with fetal complications, there are a number of maternal injuries and
complications that can arise. The most common of these are:
1. Lacerations - Perineal lacerations and episiotomy extensions are common
complications (see Figure (22)). The latter being the most common with
the use of forceps. Episiotomy based deliveries have been linked to an
increased chance of anal sphincter muscle damage leading to later compli-
cations [82, 83, 41].
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Figure 19: An example of a skin mark left by a forceps application [10]
Figure 20: Skull radiographs showing lateral and frontal views of a soft tissue
mass overlying a synostosed sagittal suture. Image adapted from [11]
Figure 21: Fetal haemorrhage types
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Figure 22: Visual representations of vaginal/perineal tearing. Top row left; ﬁrst
degree tear. Top row right; second degree tear. Bottom row left; third degree
tear. Bottow row right; fourth degree tear [12]
2. Stress urinary and anal incontinence - A common result of any vaginal
delivery [84].
2.3 Training and computer simulation in obstetrics
2.3.1 Mechanical simulation
The ﬁrst account of a mechanical `birth simulator' dates back to as early as
1759. Angelique du Coudray Le Boursier, a French midwife, developed the `Ma-
chine a Accoucher' - Delivery Machine - which rather than being a `machine',
consisted of mannequin models of the mother and fetus; The former comprising
the maternal pelvis, the perineum and the legs, whilst the latter was an articu-
lated ﬂoppy doll. Materials used included leather, wicker and cotton [85]. The
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maternal mannequin's legs rested on an iron support. Apparently, the original
model comprised a cadaveric bony pelvis of a young woman. Mechanical birth
simulators developed later aimed to improve upon this concept by using better
models of the maternal pelvic region and the fetus. More recently, commercial
simulators such as the PROMPT trainer by Limbs & Things, Ltd., and Noelle
and Victoria by Gaumard are state of the art dummy-based mechanical sim-
ulators and are mainly used for training of delivery and monitoring skills for
apprentice midwives and obstetricians.
2.3.2 Virtual simulation
Visualising and simulating the birth process on computers is a relatively recent
development [86][87][88]. In 1993 J.-D. Boissonnat and B. Geiger published de-
tails on their novel approach to a birth simulation using a virtual environment
[89][90] as shown in Figure 23. The simulation environment consisted of a female
pelvis and a fetal head modelled from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data
using a type of spatial triangulation method developed by the authors. The MRI
data used was not that of a pregnant woman but instead that of a non-pregnant
woman adjusted to mimic what the former would look like. Similarly, the fe-
tal head model was derived from an MRI scan of an adult head. Diﬃculty in
obtaining the required pregnant data was cited as the reason for this modelling
approach. Given the simplicity of the simulated environment and the lack of
any signiﬁcant interface with it, the clinical value of this exercise is questionable.
The authors themselves state that further development and testing within a clin-
ical environment would have to be undertaken before any clinically signiﬁcant
outcomes could be derived.
Another publication in 1993 by K. Lehmann et al. also proposed a com-
puter based simulation for the prevention of birth trauma [91]. Geometry was
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Figure 23: Example of a 3D simulator developed by J. -D. Boissonnat and B.
Geiger Source: [13]
extracted using MRI data. The extracted geometry was then used to create a
set of Finite Element (FE) meshes. These were then run in a simulation environ-
ment to extract information on the possible forces exerted during the birthing
process. Clearly this approach seems superior to the one taken by Boissonnat and
Geiger largely because soft tissue was considered in the simulation environment,
but much like Boissonnat's and Geiger's simulator, further work needed to be
undertaken to determine the clinical signiﬁcance and accuracy of this simulation.
Y. Liu et al. [14] describe yet another attempt at modelling the birthing pro-
cess. Unlike the preceding simulators, geometric representation of the maternal
pelvis has been constructed from a set of Computed Tomographic (CT) pelvime-
try data. The reconstruction process involved a number of diﬀerent steps, some
automated some manual. The fetal anatomy was initially obtained from ultra-
sound images and later from x-ray CT and MRI data - see Figure 24. Unlike
the process of extracting the pelvic information, the process involved in recon-
structing the fetal data remains unclear. The simulation environment focuses
on cephalopelvic disproportion. The authors stipulate that it is the diﬀerence
between the size of the maternal pelvis and the fetal size that is the problem in
the active management of labour. In order to simulate this eﬀect the approach
taken was to alter the bony pelvic geometry by ﬁtting a smooth surface around
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Figure 24: MRI and CT Reconstruction of the fetal head. Source: [14]
Figure 25: Pelvic model with a smooth inner surface. Source: [14]
the inner surface as shown in Figure 25.
The purpose of reconstructing the fetal data from several diﬀerent sources
remains unexplained by the authors. The full simulation shown in Figure 26
clearly shows that the geometry does not correspond to either of the examples
shown in Figure 24. It is possible that a merging procedure was performed to
obtain a ﬁnal fetal head model but without further information from the authors
this would only be speculation. This fact throws into question the accuracy and
clinical signiﬁcance of the simulation environment, which seems at best only a
slight improvement over the work done by Boissonnat and Geiger [90].
The maternal pelvis and fetal head approach was further investigated by
Forster et al. in 2001 [15]. The birthing simulator called Anapelvis (shown in
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Figure 26: Example 3D simulator developed by Y. Liu et al. Source: [14]
Figure 27: Anapelvis example. Source: [15]
Figure 27) was developed based on the approach used by Boissonnat et al., but
unlike the other simulators it was evaluated within a clinical setting. In a period
of two years the system was used in 71 diﬀerent cases. The stated accuracy of
the simulation in predicting an accurate outcome is signiﬁcant, conﬁrming the
viability of a virtual simulation.
A 2003 publication by B. Gonik et al. [16] describes a mathematical dynamic
computer model used for determining birthing forces that are associated with
the onset of shoulder dystocia (SD). Unlike any of the other virtual birthing
simulators described thus far, the authors of this paper propose the use of an ex-
isting commercial computer software package MADYMO used by the automotive
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Figure 28: MADYMO example. Source: [16]
industry. MADYMO was used to model a visually simplistic, but mechanically
sound representation of a fetus as shown in Figure 28. The simulation environ-
ment also includes a number of simpliﬁed pelvic sections, also shown in Figure
28. The approach taken by Gonik et al. [92] has produced a very specialised
simulation environment that allows for detailed analysis of major forces believed
to be the main cause of shoulder dystocia (SD). The authors stipulate that al-
though important, the clinical signiﬁcance of the results and observations of the
simulator remain unclear.
In 2004, Kheddar et al. developed a more advanced birthing simulator capa-
ble of modelling the pelvic muscles [17][93] as shown in Figure 29. As with all
preceding simulators, the maternal pelvis was reconstructed from medical imag-
ing techniques such as MRI and CT. The pelvic muscles were modelled as a type
of skeletal muscle with biomechanical properties as speciﬁed by Fung[94]. Inter-
estingly the fetal model was not based on any medical imaging data but instead
was manually constructed and then scaled to match average fetal dimensions
described in a number of publications [95][19]. Another important aspect of this
simulator is the inclusion of a haptic interface that allows for physical manipu-
lation by a user of the system. The haptic interface allows for this simulation
environment to be used not just for planning and prediction but also for training
purposes akin to the mechanical simulators described in the previous section.
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Figure 29: A haptics enabled simulation. Source: [17]
Figure 30: Fetal topology reconstruction. Source: [18]
In 2009, R. Buttin et al. published details of arguably the most complex
birthing simulator to date [18]. The simulation environment not only considers
the bony pelvic structure and fetus but extends the soft tissue modelling aspect
far beyond that of Kheddar et al. Although the common procedure of extracting
pelvic topology from medical imaging data was once again repeated here, the
fetal information was also extracted in the same manner. Rather than adapt a
fetal model, an actual in situ fetus was extracted and reconstructed as shown in
Figure 30. This is of great importance, as it is the ﬁrst time a virtual simulator
has such an accurate fetal representation.
To save on computation time, all aspects of the simulation environment were
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Figure 31: Simpliﬁcation of the maternal pelvic model. Source: [18]
Figure 32: Simpliﬁcation of the fetal model. Source: [18]
then simpliﬁed. This does bring into question the need to extract very accurate
models from medical data if they are going to be simpliﬁed to the extent shown
in Figure 31 and Figure 32. One other shortcoming of this simulation environ-
ment is the lack of any accurate fetal articulation. The authors do describe a
simple articulation of the head which is modelled by the deformation of the fetal
skin tissue as shown in Figure 33 but this limits the scope of the simulation
environment.
2.3.3 Specialised virtual simulation
Due to the complexities of simulating and visualising childbirth, the majority
of the simulation environments covered in the previous section had to greatly
simplify the problem domain [96][21][22].
In 1999 R. J. Lapeer published a thesis describing the process by which fe-
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Figure 33: Fetal articulation example. Source: [18]
Figure 34: Example of fetal head moulding. Source: [19]
tal head moulding could be simulated [19]. The purpose of the project was to
develop a simulation environment capable of modelling the intra-uterine forces
that aﬀect a fetal skull during the ﬁrst stage of labour that cause it to deform as
shown in Figure 34. By accurate representation of the anatomical biomechan-
ical properties, Lapeer was able to simulate the fetal moulding to a clinically
signiﬁcant degree. The process of simulating fetal head moulding was further
explained in a paper published by Lapeer and R. W. Prager in 2001.
The eﬀects childbirth has on the pelvic ﬂoor is also an area of great inter-
est [95][13][22][21] and a number of virtual simulation environments attempt to
model aspects of this. A 2005 paper by Delancey et al. describes a simulation of
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Figure 35: Pudendal nerve simulation example. Source: [20]
pudendal nerve stretch during vaginal birth [20]. The geometry of the nerve and
its main branches were modelled on a number of cadaver dissections. The simu-
lation environment makes use of an existing pelvic model from I-DEAS software,
to which the nerve model is attached, as shown in Figure 35.
In 2008, L. Hoyte et al. published a paper [13] describing a method of de-
termining the quantity and distribution of the levator ani (pelvic ﬂoor muscle)
stretch during a childbirth simulation. The maternal pelvis and its levator ani
muscle were reconstructed from medical imaging data obtained from a young
nulligravida as shown in Figure 36. An FE model of the muscle was then created
and analysed in a simulation which forced a fetal sized object through it, as
shown in Figure 37.
Another paper also published in 2008 by Parente et al. [21] investigates the
stretch to the levator ani muscle. The authors reconstructed the muscle from a
set of geometric point data as shown in Figure 38 but unlike the subject data
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Figure 36: Maternal pelvis and levator ani. Source: [13]
modelled by Hoyte et al. the dataset for this project was obtained from an
embalmed 72-year-old female. The development in this area of birth simulation
provides interesting insight into how the pelvic ﬂoor behaves during childbirth
and may provide important quantitative information when applied to a more
generic birth simulation environment.
Parente et al. further developed the simulator described in their 2008 paper
[21] and published a set of new results based on the additional work [22]. The
focus of the paper was to investigate the eﬀects that a malpositioned fetal head
would have on the pelvic ﬂoor. The simulation featured a fetal model based on
the principal obstetric dimensions of the fetal head. The fetal model used by
Parente et al. had no articulation since the simulation only required the fetal
head to obtain results. The trunk of the body as seen in Figure 39 seems to be
included for completion purposes only. The numerical simulation was performed
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Figure 37: Levator ani stretch due to fetal head. Source: [13]
Figure 38: Levator ani reconstruction. Source: [21]
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Figure 39: Simulation example by Parente et al. Source: [22]
using the implicit version of ABAQUS software.
2.3.4 Hybrid simulation
Unlike the mechanical simulators, one major shortcoming for most of the virtual
simulators described in the previous section is the lack of any physical interface.
This limits the use of the simulation in a training environment. To overcome
this shortcoming a number of hybrid simulators have been developed. These
are systems with physical models interfacing to some extent with a computer to
obtain visual/numerical results.
An example of this approach can be seen in a 1989 paper published by B.
Gonik et al. [23]. They describe a way of evaluating the eﬀect that a maternal
pelvic orientation has on force reduction in cases of shoulder dystocia (SD). The
simulation environment consisted of a fetal model ﬁtted with a number of sensors,
a rudimentary model of a maternal pelvis and a tactile sensing glove as shown
in Figure 40. This setup allowed for both a viable evaluation tool and a training
scenario, albeit a very specialised one.
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Figure 40: Shoulder Dystocia force reduction simulator schematic. Source: [23]
Details of a diﬀerent hybrid simulator were published in 1995 by R. H. Allen
et al. [24]. The simulation environment was very specialised to solve a speciﬁc
problem which in this case was to determine the clinician's applied loads on the
newborn, as shown in Figure 41. The simulator provides a computer interface
capable of determining a number of diﬀerent forces applied by a clinician as shown
in Figure 42 with the use of multiple strain gauges. The simulation environment
was then tested by 14 clinicians who performed a set of scenarios ranging from
standard delivery to an incidence of SD. The resulting information may prove to
be very useful if a future project had to consider any externally applied forces.
This simulator described by Gonik et al. [24] was further developed by Mc-
Donald et al., details of which were published in 2005 [25]. The system had
been considerably improved with the use of new fetal and maternal models as
shown in Figure 43. This setup allows for greater realism and accuracy of the
forces applied by a clinician during a real delivery. The added realism of the
models also makes it more viable as a training tool rather than just a laboratory
experiment.
In 2004 a new approach at creating a hybrid birth simulator was described
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Figure 41: Simulator example. Source: [24]
Figure 42: Forces tested. Source: [24]
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Figure 43: Improved bioﬁdelic birthing simulator. Source: [25]
Figure 44: BirthSIM. Source: [26]
by R. Silveira et al. [26]. The approach was to create a complex mechanical
maternal abdomen model that would also have a virtual representation. As the
main purpose of the simulation was to train clinicians in forceps blade placement,
the fetus only had a head representation. The movement of the forceps blades
was tracked in real-time which corresponded to a set of virtual blades within a
virtual environment (Figure 44).
The system interface was developed further by O. Dupuis et al. and described
in a 2006 publication [27]. The tracking of the forceps blades allows the sim-
ulation environment to give a visual representation of the paths taken (Figure
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Figure 45: Blade motion tracking in BirthSIM. The tracelines shown inthe graph
represent the displacement of both forceps blades along the X, Y and Z axis in
the case of an Occiput Anterior head presentation at a station evaluation of +5.
Each axis in the graph represents the displacement in cm along the stated axis.
Colours represent motion performed by diﬀerent operators. Adapted for clarity
from: [27]
45) which can then be analysed by the clinician who undertook the task. The
pressure at which the fetal head is pulled is also recorded providing an important
dataset which can be used in additional training and in future projects.
An alternative method of forceps simulation can be seen in a paper published
by R. J. Lapeer et al. in 2004 [28]. The system consists of a virtual fetal model
extracted from MRI data of a stillborn fetus. The system then uses an optical
tracking interface to position the virtual fetus in relation to the real obstetric
blades as shown in Figure 46. This is a novel approach to forceps simulation as
motion tracked augmented reality had not yet been implemented for this problem
domain. The nature of the simulation means that haptic feedback would be
limited in regards to any resistance a clinician would experience by pulling on a
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Figure 46: Virtual forceps simulation. Source: [28]
fetal head during a delivery.
An interesting approach to a haptics enabled birth simulator was published
by A. F. Abate et al. in 2010 [29]. Although the simulation environment itself is
basic when compared to some of the other virtual simulators described earlier,
the way a user can interact with it is novel. Unlike many of the virtual simulators
in the previous section, this system makes use of two exoskeletons for the arms
and a virtual reality visor as shown in Figure 47. This approach allows for direct
interaction with the virtual environment and makes this a feasible alternative
to fully mechanical training simulators. There are some drawbacks however; the
ﬁdelity of the exoskeleton is minimal and has high cost implications.
2.3.5 Investigating the eﬀect of obstetric forceps on the fetal head
Lapeer et al. [61] investigated the eﬀect on the fetal head of incorrectly (asym-
metrically) placed forceps using a static FE model. They found that the degree of
deformation of the fetal skull bones and fontanelles and the shear stress induced
in fragile parts of the fetal skull were substantially (and dangerously) higher
when forceps blades were placed asymmetrically as compared to symmetric, cor-
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Figure 47: Virtual training exoskeleton. Source: [29]
rect placement. Su et al. [97] also investigated the eﬀect of forceps on the fetal
head but focussed their study on the eﬀect of the materials and shape of the
forceps blades with the expectation of designing better instruments to reduce
the stress on the newborn's head and pressure on its neck.
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3 Software Tools Development
The complicated process of modelling and simulating various aspects of labour
and the instrumental interventions that this study focussed on required the de-
velopment of software based solutions. The main issues that had to be addressed
by the software were:
1. Geometry of the anatomical components, i.e. fetal skull, maternal pelvis,
obstetric forceps and ventouse cup.
2. Determine/set the position of the fetal head/skull in the maternal pelvis.
3. Apply forceps blades and a vacuum extraction suction cup to the fetal skull
to determine the contact pressures and forces involved.
The information regarding the application of forceps and the VE suction cup will
be covered in Chapter 5.
3.1 Model Geometry
Following the extensive review of various literature (much of which has been de-
scribed in Chapter 2) and investigations in to the medical aspects of childbirth, it
was concluded that in order to correctly set up the experiments for analysing the
impact of instrumental interventions on the fetal skull, the following geometric
models were required:
• Maternal pelvis
• Fetal skull/head
• Forceps
• Vacuum extraction suction cup
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Figure 48: Volume rendered CT scans of the abdomen and pelvis of the Visible
Female [30]
3.1.1 Maternal Pelvis
An initial model of the maternal pelvis was developed using CT scan data by
Audinis [98]. The process was as follows:
Data extraction from a CT scan meant that the resulting pelvic model would
be of high ﬁdelity and would therefore be suitable for various uses in simulating
birth related processes, examinations and interventions. Scan data was obtained
from the Visible Female (VF) of the Visible Human Project [30] and recon-
structed in volumetric form with the use of the 3DView software [28] developed
at the UEA. The extraction occurred in the following set of steps:
• Combine relevant CT scan slices into a 3D volumetric representation, as
shown in Figure 48.
• Perform grayscale based thresholding to expose bone information. This
is achieved by applying an alpha value on anything outside of a speciﬁed
grayscale range, as shown in Figure 49.
• Using the marching cubes algorithm [31], triangulate any visible bones
to form a mesh based object. Once again, this process uses a speciﬁed
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Figure 49: Thresholded Visible Female data to expose the bony pelvis.
Figure 50: Extracted surface of the volumetric data shown in Figure 49 after
using the marching cubes algorithm [31].
grayscale range to which the triangulation algorithm is applied, producing
a mesh based model ready for alterations/post processing, as shown in
Figure 50.
• The next step involves the use of a mesh editing software, e.g. 3D Studio
Max [99], to remove any unwanted geometry due to parts in the CT data
that have the same grayscale range as bone.
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Figure 51: Geometric surface model of the maternal pelvis following initial noise
removal.
• Further mesh artifact removal and general mesh repair. The need for this
step comes from the fact that a volumetric representation of the initial
scan data means that not just the bone surface was triangulated, but the
inside parts too. Additionally, some parts were missed because of grayscale
values that were outside of the given 'bone' range when trying to extract
the bone information in previous steps and therefore produced holes - see
Figures 52 and 53.
• The ﬁnal step involves optimising the mesh triangle count by collapsing
triangles. The initial count of polygons at the start of the process was over
3M which was down to just above 64,000 once ﬁnished as shown in Figure
54. This was later adjusted further if and when required.
3.1.2 Fetal Skull
The original skull model was developed by Lapeer [19]. Here it is simpliﬁed in
terms of polygon count and then optimised in terms of triangle aspect ratio. The
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Figure 52: Meshed part with incorrect hole (left) and after correction (right).
Figure 53: Meshed part with incorrect hole and noise (left) and after correction
(right).
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Figure 54: Final mesh models of the maternal pelvis. Left; 3M triangles : Right;
64,000 triangles.
former is necessary to keep the processing time at interactive speeds for setting
up the instrumental experiments (see Chapter 5). Figure 55.
3.2 Collision Detection
Due to the nature of the problem domain, there was a need to develop a very
robust collision detection engine. This engine includes various approaches to
collision detection;
• Axis Aligned Bounding Boxes (AABB).
• Separating axis theorem (SAT).
• Euclidean distance testing.
• Normal based exclusion.
• Triangle-Triangle detection (Tri-Tri).
• Further optimisation.
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Figure 55: Left; Fetal skull model by Lapeer (~64,000 triangles). Right; Deci-
mated and optimised skull model (~7,000 triangles).
3.2.1 Axis Aligned Bounding Boxes
The geometric models developed and used in this thesis contain many triangles.
This has a couple of implications:
• Many triangles mean high ﬁdelity of a model and a close approximation of
the real world topology that is being modelled.
• More triangles means more individual triangle to triangle interactions when
there are multiple models in the current scene.
It is possible to just check all triangle instances of two models against each other
but this would be very slow for all but models containing only a few triangles.
This issue is essentially that of a problem domain being too large so to address
this the problem domain must be minimised. This was achieved using AABBs.
An AABB is simply a virtual bounding volume (a box) which encompasses all (or
a subset of) elements of a given geometric model. The minimum and maximum
points of the initial root AABB node would be the minima and maxima of
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Figure 56: Binary-tree based AABB construction.
the triangle coordinates that make up the model. These are found by a pre-
processing step which checks all model triangles once and updates minima and
maxima for the bounding volume.
Once the bounding root volume has been calculated, the root AABB can be
broken down into smaller chunks which all encompass an increasingly smaller
subset of the model elements. For this thesis a binary-tree method was initially
used as shown in Figure 56 (bounding boxes were split in half along either the x,
y or z-axis), but was later adapted to an octree (split into 8 sections) to decrease
the AABB tree depth. The resulting AABB tree is shown in Figure 57.
3.2.2 Separating axis theorem
Now that the problem domain has been compartmentalised with the use of
bounding volumes, it is time to narrow down which element subsets may potentially
collide. Separating Axis Theorem (SAT) is a fast generic method for analysing
whether two convex shapes are intersecting.
In simple terms, the deﬁnition of the SAT algorithm can be stated as: for a
pair of non intersecting polytopes, there exists at least one axis upon which the
projection of the polytopes will not overlap [100]. Using this method requires
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Figure 57: An example of AABB tree on a geometric pelvis model. The bigger
bounding volumes represent larger element counts within each bounding volume.
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Figure 58: Example of Separating Axis Theorem; No collision with 2 seperating
axes.
Figure 59: Example of Separating Axis Theorem; No collision with 1 seperating
axis.
the simpliﬁcation of the 3D space to a set of three 2D projections on the x, y
and z axes respectively. An example is shown in Figures 58 and 59.
3.2.3 Euclidean distance testing
The use of bounding boxes provides a smaller subset of triangle elements that
need to be tested but a direct tri-tri testing even with a reduced subset still
has the potential to be relatively slow. An additional optimisation to mitigate
this issue is the use of Euclidean distance testing between the centre points of
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2 triangles. The criterion of excluding two triangles of potentially colliding is
based on the Euclidean distance De in a 3D space given two points (x1, y1, z1)
and (x2, y2, z2) and is given by:
De =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 + (z2 − z1)2 > Dref (1)
whereDref is 2 times the largest center-to-edge distance of any triangle within
a given mesh. In order to make the best use of this optimisation, the triangle
mesh elements should all be relatively uniform in size. If this is not the case,
some elements may be evaluated as colliding meaning that other, more compu-
tationally expensive stages, may have additional elements to test. Conversely
and worse, potentially colliding triangles may have been excluded hence missing
a collision. Because the models in this study do not contain uniformly sized
elements, with uniformly sized edges, a further scaling factor >1 on Dref is used
to decide if a potential collision should be investigated further.
3.2.4 Normal based exclusion
In order to optimise the collision detection further, a normal vector direction com-
parison method was implemented. The method discounts any triangles, which
are facing in the wrong direction (to a predetermined range and error metric)
and thus cannot collide, but would normally undergo tri-tri collision testing due
to their proximity to each other.
3.2.5 Tri-Tri intersection detection
The ﬁeld of collision detection is well established and there are a number of
algorithms that have been developed to ﬁnd intersections between two triangles.
Some of the fastest and most established of these algorithms are:
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• Tomas Möller - A fast triangle-triangle intersection test [100]
• Guigue and Devillers - Fast and robust triangle-triangle overlap test using
orientation predicates [101]
• Tropp et al. - A fast triangle to triangle intersection test for collision
detection [102]
To address the needs of this study, Thomas Möller's Tri-Tri intersection with
no division operation test was chosen. The steps of the algorithm are described
in detail in Möller's paper [100], and in summary as outlined by Möller, the
algorithm is as follows:
1. Compute plane equation of triangle 2
2. Reject as trivial if all vertices of triangle 1 are on the same side
3. Compute plane equation of triangle 1
4. Reject as trivial if all vertices of triangle 2 are on the same side
5. Compute intersection line and project onto largest axis
6. Compute the intervals for each triangle
7. Intersect the intervals
Applying this method of collision detection to the suite of the other tests outlined
in this section allowed for real-time interaction between multiple geometric mod-
els. An example of the proposed collision detection engine in use is demonstrated
by Figure 60.
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Figure 60: Collision detection between a model of a pelvis and fetal skull using
the proposed collision detection engine. Top; AABB tests of skull and pelvis.
Middle; Colliding AABBs of skull and pelvis respectively. Bottom; Tri-Tri colli-
sions between skull and pelvis.
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3.2.6 Further optimisation - a heuristic method for bounding volume
tree creation
To further improve performance of the collision detection engine, a heuristic
approach to AABB tree creation was developed. This heuristic method would
adjust the creation process of the tree based on a number of speciﬁed conditions:
Parameters
The following parameters are used:
• Maximum depth of tree - this is the overriding condition which ensures
that the depth of the tree does not exceed the speciﬁed value.
• Minimum number of triangles per tree leaf node - if the speciﬁed maximum
tree depth has not been reached then check whether the current number
of bounded triangles is not below a given value. This limit is imposed
to ensure that the situation would not arise where there would be only a
very small number of triangles per leaf node. Otherwise the advantages of
AABB would be lost.
• Preferred number of triangles per tree leaf node - this value speciﬁes the
point at which the leaf node should be considered to be fully populated with
its bounded elements. Unlike the previous conditions, this one is a guideline
and will be dictated by the limitations imposed by those conditions.
• Acceptable deviation - preferred deviation for the number of elements a
leaf node should hold. This directly relates to the previously outlined
condition. If the preferred triangle count is set to 20 and the current
number of triangles left to capture is 25, given an acceptable deviation of
6, the node will capture the set of 25 triangles. If the acceptable deviation
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was 4 however, the algorithm would attempt a further split of the node
unless the minimum triangle count was too high.
Experimental validation - experiments
The outlined heuristic method was then used to determine the optimal settings
to obtain the best performance for a given simulation scene. This was achieved
by repeating a set of simulations where a skull model comes into contact with a
pelvic model. For each attempt the skull followed the exact same path for the
same amount of time. The only change for each run would be one of the values
within the heuristic parameters outlined above. The scenes were also tested on
models with various degrees of mesh resolution to see whether the best heuristic
deﬁnition for a lower quality model would still produce the best results for a
model with more triangles.
Figures 61 - 66 show the framerate in frames rendered per second (FPS) when
variations in maximum tree depth and minimum triangle count were altered.
The collision detection tests during this analysis only included SAT and Tri-Tri,
and were performed on a single thread. Note that the maximum framerate is
typically observed at the start of the collision between skull and pelvis whilst
the minimum framerate is observed at maximum contact between the models.
Experimental validation - discussion
From Figures 61 - 66 we observe that the optimum conﬁguration ranges for all
instances, apart from the 38,000 triangle test, were :
• Maximum tree depth of 10 - 12
• Minimum triangle count of 15 - 20
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Figure 61: Top; Max framerate (FPS). Bottom; Min framerate (FPS) output
when an approximately 7,000 triangle pelvis collides with a 7,000 triangle sphere
model with variations in max tree depth and min triangle count.
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Figure 62: Top; Max framerate (FPS). Bottom; Min framerate (FPS) output
when an approximately 9,000 triangle pelvis collides with a 7,000 triangle sphere
model with variations in max tree depth and min triangle count.
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Figure 63: Top; Max framerate (FPS). Bottom; Min framerate (FPS) output
when an approximately 13,000 triangle pelvis collides with a 7,000 triangle sphere
model with variations in max tree depth and min triangle count.
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Figure 64: Top; Max framerate (FPS). Bottom; Min framerate (FPS) output
when an approximately 15,000 triangle pelvis collides with a 7,000 triangle sphere
model with variations in max tree depth and min triangle count.
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Figure 65: Top; Max framerate (FPS). Bottom; Min framerate (FPS) output
when an approximately 27,000 triangle pelvis collides with a 7,000 triangle sphere
model with variations in max tree depth and min triangle count.
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Figure 66: Top; Max framerate (FPS). Bottom; Min framerate (FPS) output
when an approximately 38,000 triangle pelvis collides with a 7,000 triangle sphere
model with variations in max tree depth and min triangle count.
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For the 38,000 triangle test the highest minimum (inf) framerate (FPS) was
observed when the min. triangle count was in the range of 1-5.
This conﬁguration produced the highest max. framerate (FPS) output and
in most cases also the highest min. framerate (FPS).
Even though the 38,000 triangle model (and to some extent, the 27,000 trian-
gle model) has better min. framerates (FPS) values at lower min. triangle count
settings, its max. framerate (FPS) corresponds to similar min. triangle counts
as those obtained from the other conﬁgurations. The reason for this optimal
range seems to be a tradeoﬀ between having to traverse down the levels of the
tree whilst performing SAT tests at each level and the amount of time it takes
to perform Tri-Tri tests once a leaf node has been reached.
3.2.7 Multiple collision detection threads
In order to further improve the performance, the process outlined above was
then altered to run on multiple threads. This allowed for a gain in performance
suﬃcient enough to allow for real-time interaction (considered to be >30 FPS)
with models with much more than 30 thousand triangles.
3.3 Collision Response
Once collisions have been tested for and determined, the system required for an
implementation of a response algorithm. The current implementation is based
on two main complementary principles:
1. Interpenetration based repulsion.
2. Force based repulsion.
The combined approach allows the simulation to function based on the forces of
interest and only worry about interpenetration when it needs to.
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3.3.1 Interpenetration based repulsion
Interpenetration testing provides a rudimentary way of controlling response within
a simulation scene. The nature of interpenetration means that this event does
not truly happen in real life scenarios. To take this fact into account, interpen-
etration needs to be avoided. This is achieved by adopting a set of hierarchical
rules:
• If interpenetration has occurred within the current time-step, adjust the
scene until no more interpenetration is detected. During this event, all
other forces are considered null to allow the fastest possible correction
time. The adjustment vector and its magnitude are based on the number
of penetrations and their depth.
• If interpenetration is going to occur within the next amount of predeﬁned
time-steps, alter the velocity vector of the incoming object. This alteration
will allow the object to continue moving in its current direction but will
ensure that it will slow down or stop before any interpenetration happens.
3.3.2 Force based repulsion
All objects within a given simulation scene can be aﬀected by a large number of
diﬀerent forces which will dictate any movement before and after a collision has
taken place. The simulator considers these by examining the movement vector
direction and magnitude between any colliding objects. Material properties are
then taken into consideration before a reaction force is calculated based on the
number of impact points. The grouped size of the point area is also considered,
this allows the simulation to react to multiple zones of impact at any one given
time.
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3.4 Fetal head presentation
Using the methods and models outlined in this Chapter an additional tool was
developed to help determine and assess the fetal head station and orientation
through palpation. As will become apparent from further explanation in the next
Chapter knowing the orientation of the fetal head is very important if forceps or
VE are to be used. This work which was undertaken by Audinis is described in
detail in Appendix B.
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4 Fetal head moulding: A new model
The research presented in this chapter follows on from the original research by
Lapeer [19, 96] who developed a realistic model of fetal head moulding. The aim
of the work presented in this thesis is to further improve this model in terms of
speed and convergence, realism and accuracy. The underlying concepts of the
various stages of the childbirth process were already discussed in Section 2.1 but
the anatomy of the fetal head must also be outlined before a detailed account of
these improvements can be provided.
4.1 The fetal head
Like any human head, the head of the fetus consists of many complex anatomical
parts and ﬂuids. The purpose of this section is to discuss those parts that are
relevant to this study. Soft tissues such as skin and muscles which surround the
fetal skull are beyond the scope of this study and will not be discussed. The
following parts are considered:
• The fetal skull bones
• The fontanelles, sutures and dura mater
• Cerebrospinal ﬂuid and blood ﬂow
4.1.1 The fetal skull bones
The fetal skull bones are thin, single layered sections of bone which lay atop of a
dura mater layer as shown in Figure 67. Unlike the ossiﬁed three-layered bone in
an adult skull, these bones have not yet developed a spongy layer in the center
making them less rigid and allowing some degree of ﬂexion to be exhibited under
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Figure 67: An exposed fetal skull with a lifted up parietal bone.
load. Fetal skull bones exhibit orthotropic material properties. The cranial bone
sections (which are also outline in Figure 68) are:
• Frontal bone
• Parietal bone
• Occipital bone
• Sphenoid bone
• Temporal bone
4.1.2 Fontanelles, sutures and dura mater
The fontanelles and sutures are shown in Figure 68 as the red coloured sections.
They exhibit the same material properties as the dura mater which connects
to the outermost layer of the meninges which cover the brain and spinal cord.
Figure 69 shows the largest 'anterior' fontanelle from an autopsy.
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Figure 68: Fetal skull sections. Colours represent diﬀerent material properties
which are described in Figure 70.
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Figure 69: A cut and raised anterior fontanelle.
4.1.3 Material properties
The material properties were applied in the same manner as was described by
Lapeer [19] and are speciﬁed in Figures 70 and 71. Material property deﬁnitions
and coeﬃcients are outlined in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.
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Figure 70: Fetal skull materials deﬁned by coloured sections; Grey is bone, white
is cartilage and red denotes the fontanelles.
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Figure 71: Material thickness zones of the fetal skull as used in the fetal head
moulding experiments. The thickness measurements are in mm.
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4.2 Fetal head moulding during the ﬁrst stage of labour
4.2.1 Head-to-cervix pressure
The contact between the uterine cervix and the fetal head results in the head-to-
cervix pressure (HCP). As such, the HCP varies with dilatation. Frank Bell [32]
modelled the HCP using a hemi-spherical approximation of the spherical lower
pole of the fetal head and is illustrated in Figure 72. The largest radius of the
fetal head is deﬁned as R and the radius of initial dilatation, ri. The radius of
the current dilatation is denoted by r0.
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Figure 72: A head-to-cervix contact model proposed by Bell [32]. The radial
pressure (HCP) exerted by the cervix is denoted by Pr. Pa shows the amniotic
pressure (IUP). R denotes the radius at full cervical dilatation. rn is the radius
at an arbitary dilatation . r0 is the radius of the current dilatation. ri represents
the radius at the initial dilatation.
Given ﬁndings outlined by Lindgren [103, 104], Bell [32] proposed two possible
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pressure distributions given an assumed hemi-spherical lower pole of the fetal
head and a quadratic relation between pressure and radius, which were described
in detail by Lapeer [19];
1. The radial pressure is proportional to the square of the radius of the head
at all levels.
2. The radial pressure is proportional to the increase of the square of the
radius of the fetal head at all levels.
Consider the pressure distribution ratio:
Πi =
Pr
Pa
(2)
where Pr denotes the radial head-to-cervix pressure (HCP) and the intra-uterine
(amniotic) pressure (IUP) is denoted by Pa.
Given the head-to-cervix contact model shown in Figure 72 the equilibrium
equation in the vertical direction is given by:
PapiR
2 =
∫ φe
φ0
Pr2pirR cosφ dφ (3)
where R denotes the radius at full cervical dilatation, r = R sinφ and d
represents dilatation amount. The pressure ratio Πi can be derived from working
out the integral of Eq. 3 for diﬀerent functions of Pr.
Pressure distribution 1: Π1
Given a constant C, the ﬁrst type of pressure distribution can be described as
follows:
Pr = Cr
2 (4)
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With Figure 72 as a guide; Substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 3, using the relation
r = R sinφ and integrating as shown by Lapeer [19] gives:
PapiR
2 − 2pi
∫ φe
φ0
Cr2R2 cosφ sinφ dφ = 0 (5)
Pa − 2
∫ φe
φ0
CR2 cosφ sin3 φ dφ = 0 (6)
Pa − CR
2
2
[
sin4 φ
]φe
φ0
= 0 (7)
and after working out the integral limits:
Pa =
CR2
2
(
sin4 φe − sin4 φ0
)
(8)
Because:
φe =
pi
2
⇒ sinφe = 1⇒ sin4 φe = 1 (9)
And:
D = sinφ0 =
r0
R
(10)
Eq. 8 becomes, after substituting Eq. 4 :
Pa =
PrR
2
2r2
(
1−D4) (11)
Finally, since:
γ =
r
R
(12)
We obtain the pressure ratio:
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Π1 =
Pr
Pa
=
2γ2
1−D4 (13)
Pressure distribution 2: Π2
Given a constant C, the second type of pressure distribution can be described
as follows:
Pr = C (r − ri)2 (14)
as shown by Lapeer [19], substituting this into Eq. 3 and after integration yields:
Pa − CR
2
2
[
sin4 φ
]φe
φ0
+
4CriR
3
[
sin3 φ
]φe
φ0
− Cr2i
[
sin2 φ
]φe
φ0
= 0 (15)
Working out the integral limits and substituting Eqs. 9, 10 and 14 gives:
6Pa
3R2 (1−D4)− 8Rri (1−D3) + 6r2i (1−D2)
=
Pr
(r − ri)2
(16)
With the initial dilatation set to:
Di =
ri
R
(17)
we obtain the pressure distribution:
Π2 =
Pr
Pa
=
6 (γ −Di)2
3 (1−D4)− 8Di (1−D3) + 6D2i (1−D2)
(18)
Dilatation measurements
The dilatation in the idealised model of Bell can be calculated using the trivial
Eq. 10. However, the lower pole of a real fetal skull is not quite hemi-spherical.
As such radii at diﬀerent dilatations will have a degree of variation as compared
to the idealised model. This implies dilatation values have to be 'measured'
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rather than calculated. The ﬁrst task to be completed is to derive the position
of the sub-occiput bregmatic (SOB) plane. The SOB diameter is deﬁned as the
line segment connecting the bregma (centre of the anterior fontanelle) and the
tuberosity of the occipital bone - see Figure 73. The SOB plane is deﬁned by
the triangular plane with the bregma and the two distal (blue) landmarks as
vertices. Of all possible positions of the fetal head near the end of the ﬁrst stage
of labour (full dilatation), the position by which the SOB plane is parallel to
the pelvic ﬂoor implies that the head presents itself with the smallest possible
diameter, i.e. the SOB diameter. As a consequence, the fetus will experience
minimal resistance to descend into the birth canal during the second stage.
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Figure 73: Deﬁnition of sub-occiput bregmatic (SOB) diameter landmarks. Left
- Bregma: Centre of the anterior fontanelle marked by the black landmark.
Right - Occipital tuberosity (black landmark) and SOB plane landmarks marked
by blue dots. Bottom - Sagittal view along the x-axis of the fetal skull with
an outlined orientation of the SOB plane and the locations of the bregma and
occipital landmarks (here projecting to the same point).
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Mathematically, the SOB plane can be deﬁned as:
A1x+ A2y + A3z + A = 0 (19)
The direction cosines A1 . . . A3 can be derived from calculating the normal of
the triangular plane with vertices x1 . . . x3 described earlier:
nˆ =
(x3 − x1)× (x2 − x1)
|(x3 − x1)× (x2 − x1)| (20)
where the unit normal vector nˆ =
[
n1 n2 n3
]
and for i = 1 . . . 3:
ni =
Ai√
A21 + A
2
2 + A
2
3
(21)
The geometric (actual) distance p from the plane to the origin in the direction
of the normal is given by:
p =
A√
A21 + A
2
2 + A
2
3
(22)
where A can be obtained from Eq. 19 by substituting any of the three vertices
deﬁning the plane.
The ﬁnal position of the SOB plane on the fetal skull model is shown in
Figure 74.
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Dilatation intervals
Now that we have determined the position and orientation of the SOB plane, we
will now determine subsequent parallel planes to bracket the region of cervical
contact at a speciﬁc dilatation. Since these planes are parallel to the SOB plane
we adopt the same plane parameters (direction cosines) A1 . . . A3. However, the
fourth parameter A which after normalisation gives the geometric distance p
as deﬁned in Eq. 22. As mentioned earlier, since the fetal head shape is not
ideal, dilatations have to be derived experimentally. This can be done using a
model editing software such as Blender [105] which also allows to write scripts
in Python. The script to calculate diﬀerent dilatations and their corresponding
p parameter can be found in 6. Figure 74 shows the SOB plane and the plane at
dilatation 0.3 which is the initial and smallest possible dilatation, i.e. the cervix
is never completely closed.
The same Python script can be used to calculate any distance p for any
dilatation D. If we have a suﬃcient number of sample points then we could create
an equation through curve ﬁtting. Figure 75 shows a series of
(
p D
)
pairs.
The distance measure p′ shown on the graph is a translated version of p starting
at 0 for dilatation 1.0 and ending at 59.8mm at dilatation 0.0. The interval
of [0 . . . 59.8] was sub-divided into 100 p′ values for which the corresponding
dilatation D was calculated. Polynomials of increasing order were then ﬁtted.
The best ﬁt, i.e. the curve with not just an acceptable RMS error but also
capturing the extreme points within the interval well was a polynomial of order
6. This curve can also be seen in Figure 75. Lower order polynomial ﬁts can be
seen in Figure 76. Polynomial coeﬃcients are outlined in Appendix C, Section
6.
Table 1 shows the calculated normalised distances p and the non-normalised
plane distances by the author using the sixth order polynomial. They are com-
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Figure 74: Final position of the sub-occiput bregmatic plane as deﬁned by the
outlined three landmarks x1 . . . x3 using equations. 19 - 22 as demonstrated by
the leftmost plane. And rightmost plane at the smallest dilatation of 0.3.
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Figure 75: Sixth order polynomial ﬁt shown in red of the dilatation data rep-
resented by circles. Polynomial values can be found in Appendix 6 section 6.
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Figure 76: Polynomial ﬁts of the dilatation data. Light blue; 2nd order. Green;
3rd order. Purple; 4th order. Dark blue; 5th order. Red; 6th order. Circles
represent the data points and the the polynomial values can be found in Appendix
6 section 6.
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Table 1: Using the ﬁtted sixth order polynomial, distances can be calculated from
dilatations. Shown below are the calculated normalised distances p and the non-
normalised plane distances A. They are compared to the distances experimentally
derived by Lapeer at dilatations 0.3-0.9 in 0.2 intervals [19].
Dilatation p in mm (Audinis) A in mm (Audinis) A in mm (Lapeer)
0.3 57.22 68.206 69.225
0.4 55.55 66.216
0.5 53.51 63.784 65
0.6 50.92 60.697
0.7 47.43 56.537 58.5
0.8 42.33 50.457
0.9 34.14 40.695 48.75
0.95 27.53 32.816
0.9893 12.75 15.198
pared to the distances experimentally derived by Lapeer at dilatations 0.3 - 0.9
in 0.2 intervals [19]. It is observed that up to dilatation 0.7, the diﬀerences for
A are negligible but not quite for dilatation 0.9. It will be shown next that di-
latation of 0.9 and above correspond to substantially higher pressure bands than
dilatations less than 0.9.
Pressure distribution as a function of dilatation
Now that we can ﬁnd the plane distance parameter for each dilatation, the pres-
sure distribution between the SOB plane and the plane determined by the dilata-
tion can be calculated using Eq. 18. Lapeer calculated the pressure distributions
at 4 discrete levels of dilatation, i.e. 0.3 (initial), 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 as shown in
Figures 77 and 78 [19]. It can be clearly seen that the pressure increases as
the dilatation increases. Lapeer assumed that most of the fetal head moulding
would be caused in the later part of the ﬁrst stage, i.e. when the dilatation is
as close as possible to its maximum of 1.0 at which stage the cervix would slip
over the fetal head. Therefore the consideration of D = 0.9 is acceptable. How-
ever, since the cervix retracts over the fetal head at a speed of approximately
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∆D=0.1 over 1-2 hours (ﬁrst stage of labor lasts between about 10-20 hours)
and the fetal head anatomy displays time-dependent visco-elastic deformation,
the eﬀect of earlier dilatations on the overall deformation of the head should be
considered. Therefore, we will recalculate the pressure distribution across the en-
tire dilatation range. This overall distribution will consist of piecewise pressure
distributions corresponding with each dilatation interval, ∆Dint.
Consider the main dilatation boundaries to be Dmin and Dmax then the fol-
lowing holds:
{∀j ∈ N,∀Dj, Dj+1, Dmin, Dmax,4Dint ∈ [0.0 . . . 1.0[
| Dmax ≥ Dj, Dj+1 ≥ Dmin ∧Dj+1 > Dj ∧∆Dint = Dj+1 −Dj}
(23)
where Djand Dj+1are consecutive interval boundaries.
The same relation holds for the positions of the plane in the direction from
back to front of the fetal skull, which we previously denoted as p′:
{∀j ∈ N,∀p′j, p′j+1, pmin, pmax,4pint ∈ R |
p′max ≥ p′j, p′j+1 ≥ p′min ∧ p′j+1 > p′j ∧∆p′int = p′j+1 − p′j}
(24)
The pressure distribution as described by Eq. 18 within the interval j, j + 1 and
any position p′ of the plane then becomes:
IF p′ < p′j THEN Pj = Pprev
ELSE IF p′j+1 > p
′ ≥ p′j THEN Pj = 6(γ−Dmin)
2
3(1−D4j)−8Dmin(1−D3j)+6D2min(1−D2j)
Pa
ELSE IF p′ ≥ p′j+1THEN Pj = Pnext
Where Pprev is the pressure, Pnext is the pressure in the next interval and Pa
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Figure 77: Pressure distribution in mmHg on the fetal skull as exerted by the
uterine cervix as derived by Lapeer [19]. Left; at a dilatation of 0.3. Right; at a
dilatation of 0.5. Figure adapted from [19] for clarity.
is the amniotic pressure.
Typically, Dmin = Di = 0.3, i.e. the initial (and smallest possible) dilatation.
Dmax has to be less than 1.0. Although the dilatation interval 4Dint can be set
to an arbitrarily small value, a value of 0.1 is suﬃciently small.
Head-to-cervix pressure algorithm
The methodology outlined in the previous sections can be summarised in a step-
by-step algorithm, as shown by Algorithm 1.
Intracranial pressure
The fetal skull model outlined in this chapter has so far been deﬁned as an
internally empty shell with only the outside topology considered. It is known
that because the fetal skull is non-rigid, the shape of the skull is therefore kept
due to the brain volume and the intracranial pressure that it exerts because
of blood ﬂow and cerebrospinal ﬂuid content [106][107]. This relatively constant
outward internal pressure known as the intracranial pressure (ICP) will therefore
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Figure 78: Pressure distribution in mmHg on the fetal skull as exerted by the
uterine cervix as derived by Lapeer [19]. Left; at a dilatation of 0.7. Right; at a
dilatation of 0.9. Figure adapted from [19] for clarity.
increase the overall rigidity of the skull and should be considered as a structural
component of the overall skull. The fetal head moulding model proposed by
Lapeer [19] does not consider the ICP which may imply that the reported degree
of head moulding is overestimated by this model. Moreover, the model is bound
to decrease in volume after deformation whereas the skull and its contents should
be incompressible.
It may also be the reason as to why Lapeer's model fails to converge at
higher loads (e.g.\ at dilation 0.9) due to buckling and/or excessive rotations
of (anterior) fontanelle shell elements. Manual intervention, i.e.\ removal or
alteration of the oﬀending elements ameliorates this problem but is a cumbersome
task. It is expected that the addition of hydrostatic ﬂuid elements (HFEs) inside
the fetal skull cavity will make the model more realistic whilst also reducing
the risk of non-convergence at higher pressures exerted by the uterine cervix.
To enable a successful application of hydrostatic elements, the fetal skull mesh
model needs to be made fully enclosed. The currently used mesh has a hole
in the area of the skull base where the spine attaches which needed to be ﬁxed.
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Algorithm 1: Application of cervical pressure on a fetal head for a single
dilatation band between j and j1.
// Calculate plane parameters following specification of 3 SOB
landmarks
Input: A1, A2, A3
// Provide the vertex position coordinates
Input: x, y, z
// Calculate the vertex position relative to the SOB plane
position = −A1x− A2y − A3z;
Input: Di, D[], Pa, R
β = (position+Dj)/R;
α =
√
1− β2;
for each Dj in D[] do
// Calculate the cervical pressure load
headPressure =
(6Pa(α−Di)2)/3(3(1−D4j )− 8D0(1−D3j ) + 6D02(1−D2j ));
// Only apply head pressure if in the correct range
if Dj equals ﬁrst array item and position > −Dj then
force = Pa;
else if position < or = −Dj and position > or = Dj+1 then
force = headPressure;
else
force = 0;
end
end
The following procedure was used to adapt the current mesh into a fully enclosed
mesh As shown in Figure 79:
• Deﬁne a geometric curve or `wire' of discrete points (vertices) around the
current hole;
• Create a geometric surface bounded by the curve:
 Seed the new surface with a seed size comparable to the size of the
average triangle element in the existing skull model
 Create a new triangle mesh from the seeded geometry
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• Merge the new triangle mesh to the existing skull mesh to produce an
enclosed volume
• Finally the internal cavity and boundaries had to be deﬁned using a refer-
ence point and face normals
Since the ICP is caused by ﬂuids in the brain, the HFEs have to be incompress-
ible. Therefore, the ﬂuid volume Vf is a function of the temperature T and the
ﬂuid mass m but not of the ICP pressure denoted here as p.
Vf = f (T,m) (25)
and
dVf
dp
= 0 (26)
The volume of the cavity is denoted by V . Due to the incompressible nature of
a ﬂuid, the following relation holds:
V − Vf = 0 (27)
The total mass m of the ﬂuid inside the cavity is in its discrete form the sum-
mation of the masses of each of the HFEs:
m =
∑
n
me (28)
The mass of each HFE is calculated from its volume V and ﬂuid density ρ (which
is a function of T and p). At the initial stage at time i, we get:
me = ρ(pi, Ti)V
e
i (29)
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The initial ﬂuid density ρi is a function of the reference frame density ρr:
ρ(pi, Ti) =
ρr
1− pi/K (30)
Where K is the bulk modulus of the ﬂuid:
K = ρ
dp
dρ
(31)
and its SI unit is as such the same as for pressure, i.e. N/m2 or Pa. Finally, the
ﬂuid density at any arbitrary time t at temperature T and pressure p can be
obtained [108] from:
ρ(p, T ) =
ρr
1 + 3α(T − Tr)− 3α(Ti − Tr)− p/K (32)
Where α is the thermal expansion coeﬃcient.
The experiments in section 4.3 assume the ﬂuid in the brain to be similar to
water for which K = 2.15 × 109 N/m2. Considering the temperature T to be
constant at all times (T = Tr = Ti) and K being several orders of magnitude
larger than p (ICP), Eq. 32 can be simpliﬁed to:
ρ(p, T ) = ρr (33)
In the ABAQUS Standard FE software the HFEs do not appear as solid
elements in the usual sense. HFEs will instead appear to be the shell elements
that make up the surface of the enclosed skull volume, but due to a reference
point typically at the centre of the internal cavity they are actually made up of
4-node hydrostatic ﬂuid volume elements F3D4 which are tetrahedral in shape.
A visual representation of htis is shown in Figure 80.
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Figure 79: Corrected area of the fetal skull mesh. Light green; Bone. Dark
green; Fontanelle.
Figure 80: Fetal skull outlines before and after alterations. Left; Original skull
outline as described by [19]. Right; Improved skull outline based on hydrostatic
ﬂuid elements. The blue shading represents (HFEs) the enclosed volume of the
skull where pressure is deﬁned and the RP is the reference point used to formulate
HFEs.
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4.3 Experiments
In order to have a baseline result to compare the results obtained using the new
methodology, the original experiments described by Lapeer will also be examined
alongside the new experiments proposed by this study.
The experimental setup will take into consideration a number of variables:
• Material properties of the fontanelles - Initial experiments will make use
of elastic and hyperelastic fontanelle material properties. This is to have a
way of comparing the results with previously published work and to ensure
that the setup and methodology was understood correctly. The number
of experiments using the elastic material properties for the fontanelles will
be limited as they deﬁne a fetal skull that is considered to be too stiﬀ. It
would therefore underestimate the amount of deformation.
• Variations in pressure distributions - A number of diﬀerent dilatations and
the resulting pressure distributions will be analysed.
The experiments in this chapter only consider the eﬀects of the pressure exerted
upon the fetal skull by the uterine cervix. Maternal features such as the pelvic
bones or the pelvic ﬂoor muscles do not have any inﬂuence on the amount of Fetal
Head Moulding experienced during the ﬁrst stage of labour and are therefore
omitted from the simulations.
4.3.1 Description of the experimental setups
All experiments will share the material deﬁnitions which were outlined in section
4.1.3.
Unless stated otherwise the dilatation values were deﬁned by Audinis in Table
1. Dilatation conﬁgurations that will be analysed are:
• 0.9 dilatation. Some experiments will use values deﬁned by Lapeer [19]
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Table 2: Diameters in mm of the undeformed skull model as shown in Figure 81.
Unmoulded fetal skull
SOBD 90.19
SOFD 114.63
OFD 119.42
OrVD 117.98
OrOD 119.45
MaVD 129.31
BPD 89.44
BTD 83.53
BFD 64.93
• 0.95 dilatation
• 0.95 and 0.9 combined
• 0.9 to 0.3 in 0.2 increments using values as described by Lapeer [19]
• 0.9 to 0.3 in 0.1 increments
• 0.95 to 0.3 in 0.1 increments for the range of 0.9 to 0.3 and and additional
0.05 increment to get from 0.9 to 0.95.
The pressure distributions were calculated using the algorithm outlined earlier
- see Algorithm 1. The positions of the various fetal skull diameters used for
validation are shown in Figure 81.
4.3.2 Skull moulding - linear elastic fontanelles
This section outlines results obtained using fontanelles with linear elastic prop-
erties. Although soft tissues such as fontanelles are visco/hyperelastic in nature
(hyperelastic materials are covered in more depth in the next section) an elastic
formulation of the fontanelle material still has validity and forms a sound basis
for comparison of results with previous work and the more complex hyperelastic
formulation covered in the next section.
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Figure 81: Fetal head measurements. In both orientations, the measurements
are taken along the centerline of the head.
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Table 3: Experimental results on a fetal skull with linear elastic fontanelle
material properties at a dilatation D = 0.9. Deformation U is in mm, stresses
are in N/mm2. (Lapeer) denotes dilatation values used from [19]. (Audinis)
implies newly calculated dilatations by the author. U; Magnitude of deformation.
S; von Mises stress. S12; Shear stress.
Experiment description Max U Max S Max S12 Min S12
Skull with ICP (Lapeer) 1.259 34.85 10.53 -14.57
Skull with ICP (Audinis) 0.896 12.42 5.325 -4.882
Skull without ICP (Lapeer) 1.425 56.37 13.99 -24.04
Skull without ICP (Audinis) 0.919 22.37 9.444 -9.485
Table 4: Experimental results on a fetal skull with linear elastic fontanelle
properties at a D = 0.95 and D = 0.9 to 0.95. Deformation U is in mm,
stresses are in N/mm2. U; Magnitude of deformation. S; von Mises stress. S12;
Shear stress.
Experiment description Max U Max S Max S12 Min S12
Skull with ICP where D = 0.95 0.544 8.816 3.409 -2.813
Skulll with ICP where D = 0.95 to 0.9 1.167 15.1 6.764 -5.928
Skull without ICP where D = 0.95 0.885 9.955 4.008 -4.372
Skull without ICP where D = 0.95 to 0.9 1.054 26.41 11.6 -11.12
The fontanelle material deﬁnition for the experiments in this section was
deﬁned to be an elastic isotropic material with a long-term moduli time scale.
Young's modulus in MPa was set to 31.5 with a Poisson's ratio at 0.45.
The bone material deﬁnition for the experiments was deﬁned to be an elastic
isotropic material with a long-term moduli time scale.
Young's modulus in MPa was set to 4460 with a Poisson's ratio at 0.21.
The cartilage material deﬁnition for the experiments was deﬁned to be an
elastic lamina material with a long-term moduli time scale.
Material coeﬃcients in MPa were deﬁned as; E1: 3934, E2: 984, Nu12: 0.08,
G12: 1480, G13: 1833 and G23: 1833.
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Figure 82: Diﬀerences in deformation magnitude (mm) between dilatation pres-
sure distribution methods proposed by Lapeer [19] against those proposed by
this research on a skull model with linear elastic fontanelles, without ICP
and D = 0.9. Top row: Lapeer method. Bottom row: Audinis method.
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4.3.3 Skull moulding - hyperelastic fontanelles
This section outlines results obtained using fontanelles with linear hyperelastic
properties. Hyperelastic material theory is brieﬂy outlined in Appendix D.
Because soft tissues in reality have nonlinear material properties using a lin-
ear elastic formulation to model them as was outlined in the previous section
will underestimate the deformation that would be seen in reality. A number
of authors provide details on hyperelastic fontanelle materials [19, 109]. Given
that this research aims to improve upon the work done by Lapeer [19] the same
hyperelastic material deﬁnition will be used.
This was originally based on ﬁndings by Bylski et al.[109] who, given principal
stretch ratios λ1 and λ2, report the constitutive relations to be:
T1 =
[
2hC1
(
λ21 − λ−21 λ−22
) (
1 + αλ22
)]
/λ1λ2 (34)
T2 =
[
2hC1
(
λ22 − λ−21 λ−22
) (
1 + αλ21
)]
/λ1λ2 (35)
where the T1 and T2 represent constitutive relations in a Mooney-Rivlin material
model formulation. h is the initial, uniform thickness of the membrane, α =
C1/C2, and C1 and C2 are the material constants with dimensions of stress.
The principal stretch ratios λ1 and λ2 are described as:
λ1 = dS/ds (36)
λ2 = p/r (37)
where dS and ds are the meridional arc lengths in the deformed and undeformed
conﬁgurations of the material, and p and r are the circumferential lengths in the
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Table 7: Experimental results on a fetal skull with hyperelastic fontanelle ma-
terial properties at D = 0.9. Deformation U is in mm, stresses are in N/mm2.
(Lapeer) denotes dilatation values used from [19]. (Audinis) implies newly cal-
culated dilatations by the author. * Only converged up to 0.636 of total load. **
Only converged up to 0.74 of total load. U; Magnitude of deformation. S; von
Mises stress. S12; Shear stress.
Experiment description Max U Max S Max S12 Min S12
Skull with ICP (Lapeer) 3.238 29.72 11.72 -8.688
Skull with ICP (Audinis) 1.911 16.69 7.314 -5.566
Skull without ICP (Lapeer)* 2.399 28.33 13.91 -6.239
Skull without ICP (Audinis)** 1.591 22.67 10.59 -9.248
Table 8: Experimental results on a fetal skull with hyperelastic fontanelle
material properties at a dilatationD = 0.95 andD = 0.9 to 0.95. Deformation
U is in mm, stresses are in N/mm2.* Only converged up to 0.76 of the total load.
U; Magnitude of deformation. S; von Mises stress. S12; Shear stress.
Experiment description Max U Max S Max S12 Min S12
Skull with ICP where D = 0.95 1.013 13.99 5.466 -4.612
Skull with ICP where D = 0.9 to 0.95 2.317 21.52 8.761 -6.791
Skull without ICP where D = 0.95 2.022 14.89 5.627 -5.613
Skull without ICP where D = 0.95 to 0.9 * 2.635 28.06 13.11 -10.08
deformed and undeformed conﬁgurations as described by Bylski et al.[109].
The fontanelle material deﬁnition was therefore deﬁned to be a hyperelastic
isotropic material with a polynomial strain energy potential and a long-term
moduli time scale.
Material coeﬃcients in N/mm2 were deﬁned as; C10: 1.18, C01: 0.295 and
D1: 0 where, in the context of this section, C1 = C10 and C2 = C01.
Bone and cartilage material deﬁnitions remained unchanged from the ones
outlined in the previous section.
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Figure 83: Diﬀerences in deformation magnitude (mm) between dilatation pres-
sure distribution methods proposed by Lapeer [19] against those proposed by
this research on a skull model hyperelastic fontanelles, with ICP and D =
0.9. Top row; Lapeer method. Bottom row; Audinis method.
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4.3.4 Discussion of results
The newly developed model by the author diﬀers in two ways to the original
model developed by Lapeer [19], i.e. the addition of the ICP by using hydro-
static ﬂuid elements (HFEs) and the more precise calculation of the dilatation
and boundary plane distances for diﬀerent dilatation bands. From the results
presented in the previous sections it can be seen that only three models fail to
converge due to excessive rotations of fontanelle elements. This is when hypere-
lastic fontanelles are used and no ICP is present ('hollow' model). The ﬁrst one
of these is the original model by Lapeer at D = 0.9 which converges to 0.636
(this value has been observed many times over, following numerous simulation
attempts when using this model) - see Table 7. The other two are by the author
at D = 0.9 and D = 0.9 - 0.95 (Tables 7 and 8. This does not happen when linear
elastic fontanelles are used or when the HFE elements are added to simulate the
ICP. Indeed, linear elastic fontanelles exhibit stiﬀer behaviour than hyperelastic
fontanelles and are bound to underestimate the degree of moulding. The ICP
stabilises the deformation and minimises the chance of the hyperelastic fontanelle
elements warping due to excessive rotations and which make the FE calculations
unstable. Numerical stability is one thing but is the addition of the ICP also
more realistic? The interesting phenomenon that is observed is the change of the
SOBD (which is a crucial diameter to assess fetal head moulding). Lapeer [19]
observed a decrease of the SOBD at D = 0.9 - see Table 11. This was conﬁrmed
through clinical evaluations by Sorbe and Dahlgren [110]. Sorbe and Dahlgren
measured the principal diameters of the fetal head (see Figure 81 ) of 319 babies
shortly after birth and up to three days later when the elastic component of
the moulding eﬀect has vanished. When the ICP is applied using HFEs in the
model, the SOBD increases when the fetal head moulds - see Tables 9 and 10.
Without ICP but at D = 0.95, the SOBD also increases - see Tables 11 (Audinis)
110
and 12. It can also be observed that for D = 0.95 less deformation (moulding)
happens than for D = 0.9. This is the same eﬀect as applying the ICP which also
results in less deformation. This may imply that when the overall deformation
of the fetal skull (moulding) is slightly less, the SOBD increases, whereas when
additional moulding is observed the SOBD decreases. Further experiments are
needed to verify this statement. It should also be noted that the measurement
of the SOBD is nontrivial since one of the landmarks deﬁning the SOBD, i.e.
the bregma, lies inside the highly deformable anterior fontanelle. Measuring the
bregma coordinates at this location would give nonsensical values for the SOBD
so instead two neighbouring points lying on the frontal bones and lateral to the
'real' bregma location are used and the point in the middle is then used as the
'virtual' bregma. Although this approach was consistently used across all ex-
periments there is a degree of uncertainty in the reported values of the SOBD
changes due to using a 'virtual' bregma landmark.
Despite diﬀerences in diameter changes, it can be seen in Figures 83 and 82
that the author's and Lapeer's models exhibit the same fetal head shapes after
moulding though the former's degree of deformation is less due to the addition
of the ICP. However, the latter improvement makes the model more realistic
and also makes the FE calculations more stable. Both of these improvements
are crucial for the next experiments which will assess further deformation on
the already moulded skull which require stable analyses and incompressible (non
volume changing) models.
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5 Fetal head moulding during assisted labour
The analysis of the fetal head moulding during the ﬁrst stage of labour was an
important step for developing a more robust and versatile model of the fetal head.
These fetal skull model improvements that were outlined, described and tested
in the previous chapters will now be used to simulate the eﬀects of instrumental
interventions. Chapter 2 provided an in-depth look at the background of the
vacuum extraction and forceps procedures. The purpose of this chapter is to at-
tempt to provide some understanding on what applications of these instruments
could lead to possible harm to the fetal head and in turn the mother.
This chapter will further outline the software tools that were developed for the
purposes of setting up the various scenarios that will be analysed and discussed
in detail.
Modelling the forceps blades
The forceps models used for the experiments were modelled after the Neville-
Barnes forceps as shown in Figure 13. Because computer aided design drawings
were not available manual modelling of the blades had to be undertaken. This
was achieved using pictures of real forceps as templates for each axis and then
modelled by hand using computer model editing software Blender [105]. The
resulting model of the forceps blades is shown in Figure 90.
5.1 Forceps placement
The lack of rigid constraints to govern the motion of the fetal head means that
deciding the optimal forceps placement orientations and positions is a challenge.
Overcoming this diﬃculty was one of the challenges that was tackled by the
study.
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Figure 84: Fetal skull in the occiput anterior vertex presentation
Before describing the process of how the forceps placement positions and
orientations were chosen, we ﬁrst must deﬁne a set of ground truths:
• As shown in Figure 84 the occiput anterior vertex presentation will be
considered to be default placement and orientation of a fetal head going
through the normal stages of labour.
• The correct placement of the blades will be described as being symmet-
rically placed around the fetal head along the longest axis of the head as
shown by Figure 85 and Figure 86.
• All other placement positions and fetal head orientations will be considered
to be a deviation from the correct and most desired conﬁguration.
As outlined earlier the initial placement of the forceps as shown in Figure 85 is
considered to be the most desired conﬁguration. This application and orientation
of the forceps was then independently veriﬁed and demonstrated by Dr Edward
Morris as shown in Figure 86. For the purposes of this study, this position was
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Figure 85: Initial forceps placement on the fetal skull
Figure 86: Demonstration of correct placement of the forceps blades. Demon-
strated by Dr. Edward Morris.
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Figure 87: Demonstration of alternative symmetric placement of the forceps
blades. Demonstrated by Dr. Edward Morris.
considered to be correctly placed and also an example of the ideal symmetrical
placement. There are other types of symmetric placement such as that shown in
Figure 87, but these were not considered to be an ideal placement scenario.
The diﬀerences in head alignment shown in Figure 86 and Figure 87, indicate
that variations around the x-axis of the fetal head (this is the axis orientation
relative to the skull model used in this thesis) should be considered as a variable
used to deﬁne a number of possible positions that can be analysed.
The head orientations and forceps placement positions as described and demon-
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Figure 88: Demonstration of forceps placement on a fetal head in a right occiput
transverse presentation. Demonstrated by Dr. Edward Morris.
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Figure 89: Simulation environment setup used for intial analysis of the head
orientation for forceps placement.
strated by Dr. Morris; a small subset of which were shown in Figure 87 and
Figure 88, were also further validated in a simulation environment.
The validation environment consisted of:
• A model of the maternal pelvis - this was a low ﬁdelity model of the pelvic
model described in section 3.1.1
• A simpliﬁed model of the fetal head - this was scaled to match the size of
the fetal skull that will be used for the in depth experiments and analysis
• A basic model of the fetal body
• Body and head were connected with a link element simulating the presence
of the neck - the neck model was developed in such a way as to limit certain
degrees of freedom.
Once the fetal head was in a position and orientation that was similar to that
which was demonstrated by Dr. Morris, the angular orientation of the fetal head
was noted. This orientation was then used when applying the forceps to the skull
in the BirthEngine simulation environment.
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5.1.1 Analysis of applied force
The in-depth overview of obstetric forceps in Chapter 2 provided a sound basis
on which to formulate the method of forceps application to the fetal skull model.
The formulation of the loading model had to consider the limitations of the skull
model to be used for analysis, namely the fact that:
• The skull model only considers the bone and lacks any layers of soft tissue
that would be present on a real fetal head
The outlined limitation is an important one to consider, as this will impact
greatly on how accurate the results of the loading model are going to be. Given
the fact that computer simulations are an approximation already, adding the
additional soft layers may in fact produce less accurate results than the sim-
pler model without soft skull tissues. Following the investigation into the fetal
anatomy in Chapter 3, an important assumption was therefore made:
• Omitting the soft tissues of the skull from the simulation will still produce
results with adequate accuracy
Although the soft tissues will no longer be modelled, they cannot be ignored
completely, as they still provide an important skull-to-forceps interface. To this
end, a uniform buﬀer of skin 5mm thick will be assumed to surround the fetal
skull. For the thickness, 5mm is the approximate order of magnitude of skin
thickness at full gestation [111]. This approximation of the skin thickness is
actually an oversimpliﬁed approximation of what real skin thickness variations
would be like, but given that this is only meant to represent a boundary between
two very rigid bodies, this approximation is acceptable.
Now that the assumptions have been outlined, it is time to consider the
traction forces in eﬀect. Reported values state that traction forces applied to
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forceps can vary and generally range from 30-45 pounds [112]. This corresponds
to forces of 133-200N and is lower than the proposed upper limit of no greater
than 50 pounds of traction force per forceps application. The level of traction
force is covered in depth in literature, but it is not the only force that will have an
eﬀect on the fetal skull. There is also the compression force of the forceps blades
against the fetal head. Given the shape of most forceps (see Chapter 2), this
compressive force will be comparatively low when the forceps have been correctly
(symmetrically) applied. The compressive force will become substantially larger
given incorrect (asymmetric) placement of the forceps.
To calculate the compression force on the experimental skull the aforemen-
tioned skin buﬀer will be used, with a forceps clearance value range of -2.5mm to
2.5mm used for calculating the compression force per skull element. The max-
imum compression force was considered to be 120N[113] and this corresponded
to the lowest clearance range value of -2.5mm.
The magnitude of the clearance force can then be deﬁned by the following
empirical equation as described in [61]:
||FCl|| = 120× (2.5− Cl)
2
52
(38)
Where Cl is the clearance and ||FCl|| is the magnitude. The quadratic term
in this case is to provide more weight to any negative clearances which would cor-
respond to proportionally higher compression forces when compared to positive
values.
Using the collision detection engine outlined in Chapter 3 and the method
for deﬁning interactions between the fetal skull and the obstetric forceps, the
variations in head positions could then be deﬁned as shown in Figure 90.
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Figure 90: Forceps to fetal skull placement deﬁnitions. Top; Symmetric, with
visualised forceps. Bottom; Skull only with visualised forces resulting from the
application of the forceps. All visualised forces are in N.
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Figure 91: Examples of forceps to fetal skull placement deﬁnitions with changing
states of forceps blade visibility. All visualised forces are in N.
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The resultant forces as shown in Figure 90 and Figure 91 were then used
within a FEM simulation as shown in Figure 92 to analyse the eﬀects of the
forceps placement. The pre-calculation of forces caused by the application of
forceps to the fetal skull allows for a simpler FEM simulation in which a static
analysis of forces can be performed. This means that only the skull model had
to be included in the FEM simulation without the need of a geometric model
of the instrument (forceps or ventouse). Indeed the use of the latter would
require a substantially more complex Finite Element Analysis (FEA), including
collision detection between instrument and skull followed by a dynamic non-
linear mechanical contact analysis. It is doubtful that the added complexity
would result in more realistic simulation outcomes.
5.1.2 Experiments and results
As described in the previous section, analysing every possible position and forceps
placement variation is beyond the scope of this study. The method described,
developed and used would however be suﬃcient to model a signiﬁcant number
of possible variations.
The following variations will be reported on in this study;
• Symmetric placement of forceps as outlined in Figure 90.
• Asymmetric placement of forceps deﬁned by a 20 degree rotation around
y-axis of the fetal head.
• Two alternative symmetric placements which present the fetal head in po-
sitions varied by rotations around the x-axis of the skull in its occiput
anterior vertex presentation. The variations were limited to a single rota-
tion of +/- 20 degrees around the x axis of the skull as shown in Figure
93.
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Figure 92: Forceps induced forces on the fetal skull within an Finite Element
Model analysis environment. The bright yellow marks on the skull correspond
to the coloured marks visualised in Figures 90 and 91.
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Figure 93: Variations of the fetal head around the central x-axis when undergoing
the application of forceps. Left; Over-rotated. Middle; Correct. Right; Under-
rotated. Contact forces are visualised in N using the same scale as noted in
Figure 90.
Table 13: Outcomes of the application of forceps to the fetal skull. U; Magnitude
of deformation. S; von Mises stress. S12; Shear stress. Deformation U is in mm,
stresses are in N/mm2.
Experiment dscription U S S12
Correct Symmetric placement 2.635 21.2 5.366
Symmetric placement, over-rotated skull 3.917 24.65 10.22
Symmetric placement under-rotated head 5.227 26.5 12.01
Asymmetric placement 3.653 32.84 17.8
Slightly under-rotated ROT 2.839 22.61 6.083
Slightly over-rotated ROT 2.802 23.19 5.998
• Head presentations of right occipital transverse variations as shown in Fig-
ure 94.
5.1.3 Discussion of results
The six speciﬁed forceps placement variations were carefully chosen to represent
realistic scenarios that may occur during an intervention. Of these placement
variations correct symmetric placement and asymmetric placement provide the
clearest empirical evidence of the implications of bad forceps blade orientations.
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Figure 94: Right occipital transverse presentations of the fetal skull upon which
the forceps were placed. Contact forces are visualised in N using the same scale
as noted in Figure 90.
The ﬁrst clear implication of incorrect placement is the increase in deformation
magnitude. In the case of pure asymmetric placement the deformation magnitude
evaluated to over 38% more than what was seen in the correct symmetrical case.
It is important at this stage to bring attention to all incorrect variations as they
all show deformation magnitude values that are higher than what is considered
in this study to be the best case. Another interesting point of note is that the
asymmetrical placement does not result in the highest U values. Symmetric
placement on an under or over rotated skull both result in more deformation
and in the case of under-rotation of the fetal skull the magnitude of deformation
is over 98% more than that seen in a correct symmetrical case. It is at this
stage that attention must be brought to the von Mises and shear stress values
observed during the placement variations. It is in the opinion of the author that
it is in fact the increase in these values that shows the real danger of incorrect
forceps placement. The anatomy of the fetal skull as was outlined previously
has clear indications that large deformations can be tolerated by the fetal skull
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structure. However what the stress values obtained by these experiments show
is that deformations forced upon the skull following the incorrect application of
forceps greatly increases the stress that the thin and fragile sections of skull bone
have to withstand.
The implications of greatly increased stress values as obtained by this study
are clear and serious; In the case of hard structures such as the fetal skull bone
there is increased risk of fracture. The skull model outlined has no soft compo-
nents such as skin, but the consequences of this increase in stress can be assumed
to have serious implications on those aspects of the fetal head. Risk of permanent
scarring and haematomas is certain to be higher than if the forceps blades were
applied correctly. It is however the internal structures such as the blood vessels
attached to the inner parts of the skull that may be at an increased risk of being
damaged. Unfortunately, analysing this is beyond the scope of this study.
5.2 Ventouse
Unlike the forceps placements, the positional placement of the ventouse cup is
more restricted due to its topology and the need to retain a strong seal to the
fetal head. The application of these variant are discussed in detail here.
5.2.1 Analysis of applied force
The ventouse interaction with a fetal head can be described in two separate
processes:
1. Static - The pressure within a suction cup must decrease suﬃciently in
order to form a vacuum, creating a negative pressure on the internal
area of the suction cup. This change in pressure also results in an area of
positive contact pressure around the edge/rim of the suction cup.
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2. Quasi-Static - Once the suction cup has been attached, assuming an ide-
alised seal which stops any pressure reduction (in reality the seal is im-
perfect and has to be maintained by the operator with additional air re-
duction), the system could be considered to be in equilibrium. This state
changes the moment the operator pulls the ventouse handle and applies
traction to the fetal head via the attached suction cup. The application
of this traction force is slow (low velocity, to avoid unplanned de-cupping
and potential injury) and therefore can be considered to be static.
Calculating the extent of pressure within the suction cup and the resulting con-
tact pressure exerted by the cup rim on the fetal head is heavily dependant on
the size and topology of the suction cup and the materials used for it. In cases
where a rigid (plastic/metal) suction cup is used, the edge area can be calculated
by the following equation (and visualised in Figure 95):
A =
pi
4
(
d20 − d2i
)
(39)
where d0 denotes the external diameter of the VE suction cup and di is the
internal diameter of the VE suction cup as shown in Figure 95.
For this study, the ventouse dimensions and topology were modelled after the
Clinical Innovations Kiwi hard plastic cup ventouse (KVE) as shown in Figure
11. The dimensions of the suction cup in this case measures as d0 = 55mm and
di = 50mm. Substituting the variables in the above equation yields A = 4.12cm
2.
The area A of the cup rim can then be used to represent the distributed
downwards (towards the fetal head) force Fp, which would be aligned opposite
to the normals of the topology in contact with the cup. In this study the normals
would be that of the triangles that make up the fetal skull model. The suction
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Figure 95: Rigid suction cup to fetal head contact area. d0; External diameter
of the VE suction cup in mm. di; Internal diameter of the VE suction cup in
mm.
pressure p, will inﬂuence all of the topology within di of the suction cup rim
contact. As stated earlier, the resulting state at this stage will be that of an
equilibrium, with Fp depressing the underlying triangle topology with the same
force as the total exerted force in the opposite direction by p as shown in Figure
96. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the vacuum pressure used for the experiments
was set to 500 mmHg which corresponds to p = 66.7kPa.
The traction force, FT (as shown in Figure 97), exerted by the operator
using a Kiwi vacuum extractor under 66.7kPa of vacuum pressure is 131N when
considering the internal cup area of 19.6cm2. The force is limited to 131N,
because any force bigger than this will pull the suction cup oﬀ the fetal head.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the typical traction forces applied to a VE extraction
do not generally exceed 100N and this is the value adopted for the FT in the
experiments as the maximum traction force [63].
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Figure 96: Rigid suction cup applied to a fetal head, resting in a state of vacuum
induced equilibrium. p; Suction pressure in kPa. Fp; Distributed downwards
force in N.
Figure 97: Rigid suction cup applied to a fetal head whilst inﬂuenced by a
traction force p; Suction pressure in kPa. Fp; Distributed downwards force in N.
FT ; Traction force in N
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Figure 98: Correct placement of the vacuum extraction suction cup upon the
fetal head. The shaded area indicates where the VE suction cup will have an
inﬂuence on the skull. Red; Eﬀect on cartilage. Black; Eﬀect on fontanelles.
5.2.2 Placement variations
The experiments involving VE placement were deﬁned as follows:
• One correct position as demonstrated by Figure 98.
• Two incorrectly positioned suction cups with a likelihood of causing damage
to the fetal head as shown in Figure 99.
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Figure 99: Incorrect placement of the vacuum extraction suction cup upon the
fetal head.. Top; Suction cup placement upon the anterior fontanelle. Bottom;
Suction cup placement upon the posterior fontanelle. The shaded area indicates
where the VE suction cup will have an inﬂuence on the skull. Red; Eﬀect on
cartilage. Black; Eﬀect on fontanelles.
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Table 14: Eﬀects of ventouse application to the fetal head. U; Magnitude of
deformation. S; von Mises stress. S12; Shear stress. Deformation U is in mm,
stresses are in N/mm2.
Experiments U S S12
Well placed 3.061 26.93 10.75
Incorrect placement on posterior fontanelle 6.243 95.1 34.59
Incorrect placement on anterior fontanelle 11.27 113.4 42.87
Experiment outcomes
5.2.3 Discussion of results
The ﬁrst very interesting outcome of analysing ventouse placement is the rela-
tively comparable values of deformation magnitude, von Mises stress and shear
stress. This seems to conﬁrm the correctness of the symmetrical forceps place-
ment outlined in this chapter. The similarities between the deformation and
stress values end there however as incorrect placement of the suction cup shows
major increases of the respective measures which far exceed those demonstrated
during forceps applications. The fact that these values are so high makes it diﬃ-
cult to compare directly to those obtained for the forceps case. One major factor
in this case is that an incorrect placement in the VE case means that a lot of
pressure will be applied to the relatively soft anterior and posterior fontanelles
which will far more readily deform than the bony structures of the skull that the
forceps interact with.
The lack of a direct comparison with the eﬀects on the skull by forceps as
opposed to VE does not make these results less relevant. In fact this enforces
what is generally understood within Obstetrics; vacuum cup placement over the
anterior and posterior fontanelles should be avoided.
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6 Conclusions and future work
The ﬁrst main contribution of the research presented in this thesis was the de-
velopment of an improved model of fetal head moulding. The model was based
on previous work by Lapeer [19]. Improvements included the addition of hy-
drostatic ﬂuid elements (HFEs) to model the intra-cranial pressure (ICP). The
latter makes the model more realistic as compared to the `hollow' model by
Lapeer since it makes the inner volume of the skull cavity incompressible. In
reality this is due to the presence of the brain (which is also incompressible) and
ﬂuids such as the CSF (cerebrospinal ﬂuid) and blood ﬂow. Additionally, the
model is numerically more stable due to the hyperelastic fontanelle elements be-
ing supported by the ICP and as such do not undergo excessive rotations which
are at the cause of instabilities.
The second contribution of the research is the assessment of the eﬀect that in-
correct placement of obstetric instruments has on fetal head moulding in general
and more speciﬁcally on certain critical areas of the fetal scalp. Two instruments
were tested:
• Obstetric forceps: symmetric or correct placement was compared to various
degrees of incorrect (asymmetric) placement.
• Ventouse: correct placement (between anterior and posterior fontanelle)
was compared to incorrect placements such as on top of the large anterior
fontanelle and lateral placement on the fetal scalp (rather than symmetric).
The general ﬁndings were that incorrect placement of either instruments causes
signiﬁcantly larger deformations as compared to correct placements. For the
obstetric forceps, it was also observed that signiﬁcantly higher shear stresses
occurred in the case of asymmetric placement. In summary, the work presented
in this thesis is a step forwards in the eﬀect of normal childbirth and instrumental
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intervention on the fetal skull. The developed models can be used in a clinical
context for various applications:
• Training in the application of obstetric forceps and ventouse
• Assessment of damage after incorrect application in a real scenario
• The fetal head moulding model can also be used as part of a larger child-
birth simulation (to predict adverse outcomes) to add realism.
The former applications need further work and as such fall under the umbrella
of future work. From a purely technical point of view, there are still a number
of improvements that can be made to the proposed models:
• Although a more stable model of fetal head moulding has been developed,
there are still a number of issues with respect to this phenomenon that
remain unclear. One of these is the eﬀect on the diﬀerent diameters, e.g.
the SOBD which showed contradictions under diﬀerent conditions. Per-
haps a more robust metric of quantifying fetal head moulding should be
considered which goes beyond assessing diameters but includes curvature
and 3D shape deformation.
• Dynamic contact FE analysis would be bound to provide more realistic
results for either the fetal head moulding model and instrument analyses
as this is what happens in reality, i.e. the fetal head in contact with the
uterine cervix and obstetric forceps blades in contact with the fetal head.
However, care has to be taken as more complex models are bound to be less
stable and also more sensitive to small deviations in input data potentially
yielding less reliable results.
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Appendix A
import bpy import bmesh import math from mathutils import Vector, Matrix
def cross(v1, v2): return [ v1[1]*v2[2] - v1[2]*v2[1], \ v1[2]*v2[0] - v1[0]*v2[2],
\ v1[0]*v2[1] - v1[1]*v2[0] ]
def dot(v1, v2): return v1[0] * v2[0] + v1[1] * v2[1] + v1[2] * v2[2] def length(v):
return math.sqrt(dot(v, v))
def distance(v1, v2): return length([v1[0] - v2[0], v1[1] - v2[1], v1[2] -
v2[2]])
def normalize(v): l = length(v) return [v[0] / l, v[1] / l, v[2] / l]
def mul(v, s): return [v[0] * s, v[1] * s, v[2] * s]
def div(v, s): return mul(v, 1/s)
def createPlane(normal, d): bpy.ops.mesh.primitive_plane_add(enter_editmode=False,
radius = 100.0) #rotation=(angles[0], angles[1], angles[2]) ob = bpy.context.object
ob.name = 'Plane' initial = [0, 0, 1]
initial_dot = dot(initial, normal)
angle = math.acos(initial_dot) axis = cross(initial, normal) ob.matrix_world
= Matrix.Rotation(angle, 4, axis) * \ Matrix.Translation([0, 0, d]) ob.select =
False return ob
def abs(val): return val if val >= 0 else -val
#createMeshFromPrimitive()
normal = normalize([0, 0.65, -1])
threshold = 0.1
verts = bpy.context.active_object.data.vertices
def find_diameter(d):
onplane = []
for idx, vert in enumerate(verts): v_dot = dot(normal, vert.co) dist = abs(v_dot
- d)
vert.select = False
if dist < threshold: onplane.append(vert)
# trigger viewport update bpy.context.scene.objects.active = bpy.context.scene.objects.active
center = [0, 0, 0]
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for vert in onplane: center[0] += vert.co[0] center[1] += vert.co[1] center[2]
+= vert.co[2]
center = div(center, len(onplane))
avgDist = 0
for vert in onplane: vert.select = True dist = distance(vert.co, center) avgDist
+= dist
avgDist /= len(onplane)
diameter = avgDist * 2 return diameter
bpy.ops.object.mode_set(mode='EDIT') bpy.context.tool_settings.mesh_select_mode
= (True, False, False) # force verts
bpy.ops.object.mode_set(mode='OBJECT')
plane = createPlane(normal, 50)
def dial_ratio(diameter): return diameter / 91.9
min_d = 1 max_d = 59.8 steps = 100
#for i in range(0, steps): # d = min_d + (max_d-min_d) * i / steps # diameter
= find_diameter(d) # dial = dial_ratio(diameter) # # print("%f, %f, %f" % (d, diameter,
dial)) # max_diam = -9999999
def handler(scene = None): global max_diam global plane d = length(plane.location)
diameter = find_diameter(d) if max_diam < diameter: max_diam = diameter print(diameter)
print(d) if handler not in bpy.app.handlers.scene_update_pre: bpy.app.handlers.scene_update_pre.append(handler)
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Appendix B
Internal Vaginal Examination Trainer
An Internal Vaginal Examination (IVE) trainer prototype has been developed.
This has undergone clinical trials at Southmead Hospital in Bristol for a year.
The prototype had to address a number of issues that would allow for clinical
use and rapid development:
• It had to be easy to set-up and use.
• It had to feel correctly in a clinical context.
• It had to provide a way of easily adjusting the material properties and
changing whole objects within any given simulation scene.
• It had to provide a way of leaving feedback regarding system settings and
general comments without detracting from the use of the trainer.
Haptic interface
The main aspect of the IVET prototype was the interaction between the physical
and virtual environments. To achieve this interaction, a Phantom Omni haptics
device produced by SensAble technologies (see Figure 100) was used for the
development of the prototype.
The Phantom Omni device was chosen for a number of reasons:
• Price - The per unit cost was considered to be low given the level of per-
formance provided by the device. Alternative haptics devices that were
marginally better (more force, higher frequency of feedback) were many
times more expensive, making the price point for the prototype prohibitive.
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Figure 100: A SensAble Phantom Omni haptics device
• Programmable - The Omni comes with 3 diﬀerent APIs that allow various
degrees of control over the haptic feedback.
• Multiple Degrees of Freedom - Motion can be resisted in multiple directions,
making haptic feedback more realistic.
• Robust build - This is an important factor in the context of Obstetric
simulators/trainers, because at times there may be a lot of force exerted
on the device by the operator. The ability to withstand such use was
deemed an important consideration.
In its standard conﬁguration, the Omni comes with a pen like handle that is held
by the end user and is then used to interact with the virtual environment. For
the general use case the device is aimed for, this type of interaction is suﬃcient.
In the case of simulating an internal vaginal examination, the act of holding the
hand in the same way as it would be held whist using a pen caused issues with
the perceived feel of an object. In reality the hand could never be held in such
a position due to the restricted amount of space provided by the vaginal canal.
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In most cases, two ﬁngers would be inserted and used to feel the current cervix
dilatation and fetal head orientation (the orientation is judged by the ridges of
the anterior or posterior fontanelles). A similar issue has been resolved in the
psat by a bovine simulator called the Haptic Cow [114]. In that case it was
found that provided the user cannot see their own hand, attaching the middle
ﬁnger of the hand to a haptic device was enough in most cases to trick the user
into thinking that they are feeling with their whole hand. To attempt this
approach, the Omni had to be modiﬁed. The pen like handle can be removed
exposing a 3.5mm jack (without making permanent alterations to the device)
and this was the ﬁrst method of alteration that was attempted. An additional
attachment in to which two ﬁngers could be inserted was created to attach to
the exposed jack (see Figure 101).
This approach was an improvement over the original pen handle interface,
but was deemed insuﬃcient for the purposes of the trainer. The were a number
of reasons for this:
• Materials - The device was made largely of a clay like material which was
very rigid and heavy once set. This meant that users with diﬀerent sized
ﬁngers would have issue using the interface, but more importantly, the
rigidity meant that the tips of the ﬁngers did not feel like they were
touching anything. This was an important shortcoming as the examination
depends on the ability to discern small details with the tip of a ﬁnger.
• Center of gravity - the size and weight of the new interface meant that it
was oﬀset as far from the hinge as the pen handle was. The problem with
this became apparent very quickly, as interacting with anything that had
resistance to touch was very awkward due to the handle rotating around
the hinge. This rotation made resisting any haptic force very diﬃcult.
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Figure 101: An alternative physical Omni device interface used to hold two
ﬁngers
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The limitations of the interface outlined above made it very clear that the Omni
device would need to be altered further (in irreversible ways) if the correct user
interaction was to be achieved. The biggest problem was the jack to which the
pen handle was attached; With it in place, there was no way to resolve the centre
of rotation problem. Removing the jack resolved this problem and also provided
a simple solution to the interface problem. By removing the jack, the tip of the
pen which was directly under the hinge provided a hollow oriﬁce in to which a
ﬁnger could be placed (Figure 102 shows the modiﬁed Omni device).
To allow for multiple users of the device, rubber thimbles were used to provide
direct contact with the device. This allowed for better traction and grip, whilst
also using diﬀerently sized thimbles as an easy way to adjust for diﬀerent ﬁnger
sizes.
Physical constraints
The haptic interface described earlier is one of the most important aspects of the
trainer, but after some testing and feedback from clinical staﬀ, it became clear
that a standalone haptics device would not be suﬃcient. This was due to the
lack of constraints that could be placed upon the haptic device. In the Haptic
Cow, the constraints placed upon the user were very limited due to the amount
of physical movement the environment allowed. In fact most of the limits were
imposed by the shoulder dexterity of the operator and most of the interaction
involved relatively large sweeping motions to try and determine which organ
was being felt. This could not be the case in the IVE trainer due to the lack
of such space and the fact that in reality only the clinician's ﬁnger movements
are constrained. To resolve this issue, a physical model of a vagina used for
episiotomy training was employed. Figure 103 shows the vaginal model in situ
within a box and reinforced by structural foam (the foam can be seen in Figure
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Figure 102: A SensAble Phantom Omni haptics device after physical modiﬁca-
tions
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Figure 103: Haptics device in situ behind the vaginal model
105).
This setup resolves the lack of ﬁnger and hand constraints and allows the
virtual haptics space to match that of a real working area that a clinician would
have. The haptics device could then be placed behind the vaginal model and
secured into place after adjustment and calibration so that the physical properties
of the user could be matched. Figure 105 shows the interaction that a user would
expect to have.
Virtual topology
Once the physical interface and constraints were ﬁnalised, the virtual interface
and body part representations had to be developed. The IVE problem domain is
fairly limited, so the number of things that could be interacted with was limited
to:
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Figure 104: Another view of a haptics device in situ behind the vaginal model
• Fetal head
• Cervix
• Vaginal wall
Unlike the fetal head model described in Chapter 3, the models outlined above
had to instead feel anatomically correct. This eﬀect had to be achieved with
the use of various material settings (friction, hardness, etc.) and a topology
that would trick the user into thinking that they are touching the correct part
of the anatomy. The models were developed using an iterative process over a
period of 3 days and nights within the Gynaecology and Obstetrics ward at the
Southmead Hospital in Bristol. Models were ﬁrst created and then constantly
adjusted following feedback from clinical staﬀ within the department and ward.
The resulting models of the vaginal canal and the cervix can be seen in Figure
106 and Figure 107.
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Figure 105: User interaction with the haptics interface through the vaginal model
Figure 106: Virtual haptic model of the vaginal wall
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Figure 107: Virtual haptic model of the uterine cervix
The initial model of the fetal skull was the same as that used in Chapter 4,
but it was determined that for use in a haptic environment, the topology was
not suﬃcient. The biggest problem was the lack of deﬁnition (depression) of the
fontanelles, making it very diﬃcult to judge the orientation of the head when
using only touch. The ﬁnal representation of the skull was in fact a sphere with
very deep valleys used to represent the anterior and posterior fontanelles and
sutures. The sphere was also of a much higher resolution than the original fetal
skull. This increase in resolution was largely driven by the fact that users could
sometimes feel the edges of individual triangle elements and would mistake them
for the sutures.
Ease of set-up and use
The system was set up in a simulation room within the Bristol Southmead Hos-
pital's Gynaecology department. It included a dedicated PC and haptics device
within a custom made enclosure. A step by step user manual was provided to
assist users. This allowed the system to be accessed and used by anyone who
was allowed within the department (Doctors, Midwives, etc.).
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Correct Feel
In order to achieve the right feel of the objects within a scene, a number of
approaches have been used:
• Physically inaccurate models were developed (as shown in section 2.1.1).
These were created within the University of East Anglia (UEA) and then
altered over a number of days and visits within the Southmead Hospital
with a lot of input from medical staﬀ.
• A way of adjusting material properties of objects has been developed. This
allows for quick and easy adjustment in haptic properties of any object
currently loaded by the system.
Material and Object adjustments
The adjustment of material properties could be done in one of two ways. The
image shown above was the simple quick access way. The other method was to
manually edit an xml ﬁle to change and hard code material properties there. An
xml scene ﬁle system was implemented for this project to aid in rapid prototyping
and development. The scene ﬁle would contain information on the models within
a scene, the materials and their haptic properties. This approach allowed for new
scenes and models to be developed at the UEA campus and then simply sent
over the internet to Bristol for use by the medical staﬀ there.
Easy Feedback
To allow users to leave their feedback on the system without resulting to ques-
tionnaires every time they wanted to use the system, a feedback element was
incorporated into the user interface. This allowed the user to enter some basic
information about themselves (occupation, years of experience, etc.) and then
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simply click the submit button which would store that information alongside the
current system and material settings for analysis later.
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Appendix C
Polynomial Coeﬃcient Values
The polynomial coeﬃcients outlined in Table 15 are used to produce the graphs
shown in Figure 75 and 76.
Fetal skull - Material and model properties
Additional views of the application of diﬀerent materials to the fetal skull as
shown in Figure 108 and section thicknesses as shown in Figure 109.
First stage of labor - Hyperelastic fontanelle moulding
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Figure 108: Coloured sections of diﬀerent materials deﬁned on the fetal skull.
X, Y and Z-axis oriented views (front and back) with orthographic projection.
Grey is bone, white is cartilage and red denotes the fontanelles.
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Figure 109: Coloured sections of diﬀerent shell thicknesses in mm deﬁned on the
fetal skull. X, Y and Z-axis oriented views (front and back) with orthographic
projection.
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Figure 110: Fetal skull deformation when the fontanelles are deﬁned to have
hyperelastic material properties. Front and back edge oriented views in ortho-
graphic projection. Convergence completion at 63.5584% with the uterine cervix
dilatation deﬁned to be as 9cm with D1 and D2 values as deﬁned by Lapeer
[19]. U; Magnitude of deformation. S; von Mises stress. S12; Shear stress.
Deformation U is in mm, stresses are in N/mm2.
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Figure 111: Fetal skull deformation when the fontanelles are deﬁned to have
hyperelastic material properties. Front and back edge oriented views in ortho-
graphic projection. Convergence completion at 95.7476% with the uterine cervix
dilatation deﬁned to be as 9cm with D1 and D2 values as deﬁned by the study
described in this thesis. U; Magnitude of deformation. S; von Mises stress. S12;
Shear stress. Deformation U is in mm, stresses are in N/mm2.
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Appendix D
An introduction to Finite Element Analysis con-
cepts
Time-dependent and space-dependent problems that need to be described in
terms of the laws of physics are generally expressed using partial diﬀerential
equations (PDEs). There are many problems and geometries that are very diﬃ-
cult to solve with analytical methods. Geometrical complexity often makes the
use of analytical methods sub-optimal as approximations of the equations must
be constructed and this can lead to inadequate solutions. Finite Element Anal-
ysis (FEM) is a very convenient tool for such geometrically complex problems.
This chapter aims to provide a simple introduction into some aspects of FEM,
but stops short of going into the full theory which is vast and a detailed expla-
nation of which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Please consult FEM literature
[115, 116, 108] to further any concepts mentioned in this appendix.
The use of FEM can be generalised into three categories:
1. Preprocessing
2. Solution
3. Postprocessing
Preprocessing
This stage is critical to the overall accuracy of the end result because this is
the point where all properties are deﬁned. The category can be broken down as
follows:
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• Deﬁne the geometry of the problem domain. This may involve deﬁning
element properties such as length or area and creating a well ordered mesh
to ensure the most accurate results.
• Select appropriate element types such as those shown in Figure 112 and
Figure 113.
• Deﬁne material properties. This can be entering the material constants or
creating subroutines that deﬁne such constants programmatically.
• Deﬁne physical constraints such as boundary conditions and loads.
Solution
Compute unknown values of the primary ﬁeld variables and then use them by
substitution to compute other derived variables such as reaction forces, stresses,
etc.
Postprocessing
This stage is all about sorting, plotting and visualizing the results of the solution.
The results can then be validated against other data.
The primary characteristics of an element in FEM are expressed with a stiﬀ-
ness matrix. This is because for any structural element this matrix contains the
geometric and material behaviour information that deﬁnes the element resistance
to deformation when subjected to any type of loading. This idea can be best
explained by a simple example:
FEM example: Linear spring as a ﬁnite element
This example has been adapted from a lecture in Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
theory presented at the engineering department of the University of Victoria [34].
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Figure 112: Examples of types of ﬁrst-order 2D and 3D linear elements used in
Finite Element Analysis. Source: COMSOL [33]
Figure 113: Examples of types of second-order 2D and 3D quadratic elements
used in Finite Element Analysis. All points are present in Lagrangian elements
but removal of the grey points would produce serendipity elements. Source:
COMSOL [33]
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Figure 114: Top; A linear spring element with nodes, their displacements and
forces. Bottom; Load-deﬂection curve. Source: UVic [34]
Consider a linear elastic spring (as shown in Figure 114) capable of support-
ing axial loading only, with the elongation and contraction of the spring being
directly proportional to the applied load.
Assuming that both of the nodal displacements as shown in Figure 114 are
zero when the spring is undeformed, then the net spring deformation is given by
δ = u2 − u1 (40)
and the resultant axial force in the spring is
f = kδ = k (u2 − u1) (41)
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For equilibrium:
f1 + f2 = 0 (42)
The applied nodal forces are
f1 = −k (u2 − u1) (43)
f2 = k (u2 − u1) (44)
Which can then be expressed in matrix form as k −k
−k k

 u1u2
 =
 f1f2
 (45)
or
[ke] {u} = {f} (46)
meaning that the stiﬀness matrix for one spring element is
[ke] =
 k −k
−k k
 (47)
where it is deﬁned as the element stiﬀness matrix in the element or local coordi-
nate system. {u} is the column matrix (vector) of nodal displacements and {f}
is the column matrix (vector) of element nodal forces.
Equation 45 shows that the element stiﬀness matrix for the linear spring
element is a 2x2 matrix, which corresponds to the fact that only two degrees of
freedom are exhibited by the element and that they are not independent (the
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body is continuous and elastic).
The matrix is symmetrical as a consequence of the symmetry in the forces and
singular, thus not invertible because the problem deﬁnition lacks any boundary
conditions making it incomplete.
The individual element stiﬀness matrices (described earlier) are summed into
an overall stiﬀness matrix K which covers the entire geometry. So given
F = K.U (48)
it can then be stated that
→ U = K−1F (49)
Where U is the vector of displacements over all vertices in the mesh, K is the
overall stiﬀness matrix which is non-singular and invertible and F is the vector
of applied forces to the mesh representing the object.
Above summary of mathematical steps used in FEM
• Using properties of Hilbert spaces convert the problem into a vector prob-
lem
• In order for the problem to be posed as an inner product a weak formulation
must be created
• Discretize the domain
• Choose basis functions that do not overlap elements
• Convert the inner product into a set of linear equations and solve to get
the solution
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FEM approximation issues
As with any mathematical model of a real-world there are bound to be inherent
ﬂaws and FEM is also susceptible to this:
• Modelling errors - When arriving at a mathematical model of a real prob-
lem, some assumptions must be made. These assumptions may not always
exactly reﬂect the true behaviour of the problem it is trying to model.
• Numerical errors - These are general small rounding errors and truncations,
but can become signiﬁcant over the course of the analysis if incorrect prac-
tices are undertaken.
• Discretisation errors - The physical model which is modelled will have an
inﬁnite number of degrees of freedom (dof), but the very nature of the
simpliﬁed mathematical model means that FEM analysis of the problem
will have a ﬁnite number of dof. This issue becomes less pronounced with
increasing numbers of elements, but there will always be an inherent limi-
tation.
Anisotropic materials
Unlike isotropic materials like glass and metals which have identical values of a
property in all directions, anisotropic material's properties change with direction
along the object.
In the case of a general, linearly elastic, anisotropic material, using tensor
notation the constitutive equation is given by [19]:
ij = Sijklσkl (50)
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where ij represents the second-rank strain tensor, σkl is the second-rank
stress tensor and Sijkl is the fourth-rank compliance matrix.
Given a fourth-rank elasticity tensor Cijkl where:
Cijkl = S
−1
ijkl (51)
gives:
σij = Cijklkl (52)
For general 3D anisotropic bodies, i, j, k and l range from 1 to 3 [19]. After
accounting for symmetry, there are 21 independent material constants needed to
describe full anisotropy.
Hyperelasticity
A hyperelastic material is one that is described using a strain-energy density
function. This is unlike a linearly elastic material which would generally be
described using two material constants such as Young's Modulus and Poisson ra-
tio. All hyperelastic materials possess an elastic potential function. The hyper-
elastic strain-energy density function is used to derive a non-linear constitutive
model. There are a number of proposed models such as Neo-Hookean, Ogden
and Mooney-Rivlin (MR). The MR constitutive equation for rubber is:
W = C1 (I1 − 3) + C2 (I2 − 3) (53)
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where material-dependent constants C1 and C2 must be determined through tests
on an actual material. C1 by uniaxial tension or compression tests and C2 by
performing a biaxial test such as inﬂation of a circular membrane. I1 and I2
represent the ﬁrst and second deviatoric strain invariants written in terms of the
principal stretch ratios λ1, λ2 and λ3.
The strain-energy function for an MR material can therefore be stated as
W = C1 (I1 − 3) + C2 (I2 − 3) = C1 [(I1 − 3) + α (I2 − 3)] (54)
where α = C2/C1 . The strain invariants are expressed as
I1 = λ
2
1 + λ
2
2 + λ
2
3 (55)
I2 = λ
2
1λ
2
2 + λ
2
2λ
2
3 + λ
2
3λ
2
1 (56)
with the assumption of incompressibility it can then be stated that
λ1λ2λ3 = 1 (57)
Hydrostatic Fluid Elements - Volume Calculation
The information contained in this section is an adaptation of the volume calcu-
lation description within the Abaqus Theory Manual [108]. The purpose of this
section is to provide a basic explanation on how the internal volume of the skull
was calculated and modelled. For a more in depth and detailed explanation of
HFE please consult the Abaqus theory manual [108] and other relevant FEM
literature.
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Figure 115: An example of a tetrahedral F3D4 element, the integration point for
which is located at the centre.
F3D4 is a ﬂuid element representation of the equivalent general purpose tetra-
hedral C3D4 element which has 1 integration point (see Figure 115 for a visual
representation). In the context of this section the element will be deﬁned by four
sections; The cavity reference node, Rp, the solid element base representing a
part of the enclosed volume space, Bb with the individual points that make up
the base Bbn. The calculated boundaries of the element, Bv, and the volume as
denoted by V e.
Any of the base plate coordinates can be found by:
x =
∑
i
N i (g, h)xi (58)
where N i denotes the interpolation functions of Bb when expressed in terms of
parametric coordinates g and h. xi are the nodal coordinates. As shown, the
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summation extends over all nodes of Bb. In the case of F3D4 i = 4 and therefore
Eq. 58 can be rewritten as
x =
4∑
i=1
N i (g, h)xi (59)
For three-dimensional elements the Jacobian matrix on the surface is calculated
as
∂x
∂g
=
4∑
i=1
∂N i
∂g
xi (60)
and
∂x
∂h
=
4∑
i=1
∂N i
∂h
xi (61)
an inward facing normal to the element face, n, multiplied by an inﬁnitesimal
area , dA, of the same element face can be deﬁned as
ndA =
(
∂x
∂g
× ∂x
∂h
)
dgdh (62)
given ndA, the inﬁntesimal volume dV associated with dA can be described as
dV =
1
3
(RP − x) · ndA (63)
where RP is the position of Rp.
For a triangular representation of Bb, providing the relative position of x =
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x−RP , V e can be obtained with the following integral;
V e =
∫ +1
−1
∫ +1
−1
−1
3
x · ndA (64)
The element volume variations can be obtained by:
δV e =
∫ +1
−1
∫ +1
−1
−1
3
[
δx ·
(
∂x
∂g
× ∂x
∂h
)
+ x ·
(
∂δx
∂g
× ∂x
∂h
+
∂x
∂g
× ∂δx
∂h
)]
dgdh
(65)
therefore, the resulting expression is
δV eb =
∫ +1
−1
∫ +1
−1
−δx ·
(
∂x
∂g
× ∂x
∂h
)
dgdh (66)
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